In this Foreword, we wish to insert a degree of innovation into debates about global law and the supposed demise of state-based public law. We do so by asking how considerations of space, place and density impact the conceptualization and utilization of state power in a world of growing complexity and interdependence. In an array of key policy areas, we examine in considerable detail how state-centered public law defines, and where required redefines, space and territory in order to tame potential threats—local or global, vertical and horizontal—to the state’s territorial sovereignty. Our exploration highlights the tremendous versatility and creativity of states in deploying and stretching, through the classic tools of public law, their spatial and juridical tentacles in a new and complex global environment. Taken in conjunction, these illustrations suggest that the disregard for and dismissal of the state as a potent actor in the public law arena is premature. State sovereignty may be metamorphosing, but it is evidently not vanishing.

Recent years have seen a wide-range backlash against patterns of political and legal global convergence. It is ironic that in the mid-1990s, merely a quarter century ago, the “end of history” was said to have been upon us. Fascinated by the third wave of democratization in Southern Europe, Asia, and Latin America, as well as by the subsequent collapse of the Berlin Wall, intellectuals of all persuasions were quick to declare the ultimate triumph of a new world order, the hallmarks of which are globalization, transnationalism, market economy, and procedural and substantive democracy. A dominant discourse on globalization emerged that envisioned a world in
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which jurisdictional borders collapse, and in which goods, services, people, and information “flow across seamless national borders.”¹ Aphorisms such as “the end of the nation state,” “waning sovereignty,” or “a borderless world” were the thought du jour. Whereas national sovereignty—and the notion of authority embodied in territorial states—was one of the constituent ideas of the post-medieval world and “sets the modern era apart from previous eras,”² in the post-Westphalian literature of the last quarter century, the core prognosis is that the relevance of borders is declining, sovereignty is diminishing, and states as territorially bounded “containers” of authority are dissipating.³

This notion quickly caught fire in public law discourse and, given added impetus by the widespread convergence of constitutionalism and judicial review, the emerging pan-European constitutional order, and the increasing significance of supranational tribunals and international human rights regimes. Legal scholars began turning their attention to transnational law—a category encompassing “all law which regulates actions or events that transcend national frontiers.”⁴ “Global law,” a term that has become ubiquitous, is variably understood as describing post-national processes and the rise of “new actors, other than states, on the international scene,”⁵ or construed as an overarching umbrella of legal norms and commitments that protect universal community interests by allowing individuals, groups, and non-governmental organizations to bring claims before international jurisdictions.⁶ New fields of legal inquiry, such as global administrative law, have emerged.⁷ In comparative constitutionalism, too, a groundswell of scholarship has focused on global convergence upon constitutional supremacy, perhaps even the emergence of a global constitutional order, most visible in the context of rights and proportionality.⁸ According to these burgeoning branches of thought, an emerging global legal order is ascendant and acquiring an

⁴ Philip Jessup, Transnational Law 2 (1956).
Espenatoro-like status, while state law is en route to losing its distinct voice and relevance. In short, despite some important early cautionary notes, some of which have been published in this journal, it has become trite to claim that in the current age of globalization, states are losing control over their regulatory spaces and membership boundaries.9

These assumptions are now contested. From the surge of populist discontent to the backlash against supranational courts and challenges to the multilateral architecture of the post-war international order, the demise of the state prophesied by earlier literature appears to have been, like the rumors about Mark Twain’s death, greatly exaggerated. These days, pressed by current localist, nativist, and nationalist backlash on one side and by the still influential globalist narrative on the other, the state is transforming its exercise of power in relation to space, place, and territory. Expanding the horizons of current debates, our discussion calls attention to the spatial grip and reach of public law in adapting and reinventing the scope, scale, intensity, and sphere of influence exercised by states in an interdependent, yet fiercely turbulent, world. Canonic legal texts in comparative constitutionalism seldom acknowledge that “nearly every aspect of law is located, takes place, is in motion, or has a spatial frame of reference.”10 This Foreword begins to address this dearth.

In a world in which the globalization narrative is associated with unrestrained flows of capital, ideas, and technologies, we track and identify a counter-narrative—spatial statism—of reconfigured regulation of the mobility of people, the immobility of cities, emplacement of natural wealth and resources, the withering expression of religious diversity in the public sphere, and the unheralded return of us-them distinctions based on “true” belonging and place-based attachments to a particular patria, revealing through these illustrative examples the importance of a framework of analysis that pays heed to the spatial dimensions of public law—the kernel of this Foreword.

Lively debates in the literature between theories of fragmentation and harmonization have in recent years been supplemented by creative attempts to break free from such dichotomies. Studies have emphasized instead the values and realities of
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9 In an article published in this journal almost a decade ago, Eric Ip suggested that the rise of transnational law will not necessarily undermine the importance of sovereign state law. He went on to speculate that transnational law may even be invoked by national elites who can “blame” transnational law when unpopular policies benefit them, or change national law so that it complies with transnational law when it suits their interests. See Eric Ip, Globalization and the Future of the Law of the Sovereign State, 8 Int’l. J. Const. L. 635 (2010).

10 Irus Braverman, Nicholas Blomley, David Delaney, & Alexander (Sandy) Kedar, Introduction: Expanding the Spaces of Law, in EXPANDING THE SPACES OF LAW: A TIMELY LEGAL GEOGRAPHY (Irus Braverman et al. eds., 2014).
constitutional pluralism; competing legal orders; regime complexity; “reflexivity” in the context of institutional density; and the study of “interface conflicts” in the absence of a global legislature or global court, among other approaches. The literature has also devoted ample attention to discussions about the character of law as “hard” or “soft,” “solid” or “fluid.” Some scholars have further argued that we are entering a new era “where agency (individual choice) takes precedence over structures (the laws and rules of territorial states).” Since individuals and non-state actors have acquired a more robust role in international and transnational dispute resolution and may bring suit before regional and international courts and tribunals, some scholars have concluded that “[i]nternational law is increasingly shifting its focus from the state to the individual.”

While pushing the envelope in imaginative directions, many of these accounts nevertheless sustain “law’s ‘anti-geographic’” tendencies. Critical geographers have leveled the charge that “law’s servants and scholars” have blinded themselves to the manifold ways in which “law does not transcend place, but is dependent on it.” Without the “materialities of place . . . law is merely a cluster of abstract, generic concepts . . . law comes alive applied to space, and the action and things embodied within places.”

11 For a concise overview, see Michael Zürn, Benjamin Faude, & Christian Kreuder-Sonnen, Overlapping Spheres of Authority and Interface Conflicts in the Global Order, WZB Discussion Paper (SP IV 2018–103), July 2018. Institutional density is characterized by a multiplicity of legal actors and sites of regulation by different public and private bodies operating at different levels or layers of dispute resolution or rule-making.


13 James F. Hollifield, Sovereignty and Migration, in Immigration and Asylum From 1900 to the Present 575 (Matthew J. Gibney & Randall Hansen eds., 2005).

14 See Capaldo, supra note 5.


17 Bennett & Layard, supra note 15, at 414.
While these arguments are fascinating to explore, our focus here is more concrete and grounded. We seek to show how public law, through its spatial ordering, partakes in sustaining the centrality of a state-oriented locus and focus of sovereign control, even in the face of competing forces—both within and beyond the state.

In this Foreword, we wish to insert a degree of innovation into what have become all-too-familiar debates between communitarians and cosmopolitans; liberal internationalists and “neo-nationalists”; advocates of domestic sovereignty and proponents of supranational, transnational, and global law regimes. We do so by adding the dimension of legal spatiality—asking how considerations of space, place, and density impact the conceptualization and utilization of state power in a world of growing complexity and interdependence. Offering an invitation to reexamine familiar legal phenomena in new and startling ways, this Foreword highlights the understudied significance of spatial regulation in defining the reach of sovereign authority. Our discussion exposes the state’s strategic reliance on notions of jurisdiction, territoriality, division of authority, and competencies to regain or maintain control vis-à-vis potential competitors from within and outside. We show how public law is selectively adjusted and drawn upon by policymakers and lawmakers at different levels of government to maintain a statist grip over a given country’s territory and its boundaries, real or imagined.18 The account we offer elucidates quite clearly that state law is not dissolving, but transforming. To preserve their grip in a new environment and under constantly changing geopolitical circumstances, states—in particular those with relatively well-developed “state capacity,” as defined by political scientists—are engaging in ever-closer cooperation with trusted partners, be it their national counterparts, corporate service providers, or supranational and international organizations.19 This, in turn, points to the continued relevance, albeit in a new configuration, of Weberian theories of the state and their sophisticated systems of wielding authority, as well as classic works in political sociology and state theory, from Michel Foucault’s *Discipline and Punish* to Charles Tilly’s *Cities and the Rise of States in Europe* and to James Scott’s *Seeing Like a State*—all of which establish the ability to consolidate and enforce laws over a defined territory as one of the constitutive factors for the rise of the modern state.20

18 In certain cases, it is impossible to fully comprehend state motives and actions without taking into account a longer time horizon, explaining a special relationship toward certain territories a state has maintained in the past or those over which it may wish to extend its sovereignty in the future.


Recent constitutional theory scholarship also emphasizes the continued relevance of the state as a core building block, indeed a sine qua non concept, in public law.\textsuperscript{21} In its international law guise, this body of corrective work suggests, to quote Barbo Fassbender, that the state has never abandoned its claim “to be the center of the legal universe.”\textsuperscript{22} In another strand of literature, scholars have pointed to the continued relevance, perhaps even resurgence, in both the academic and jurisprudential discourse of what has been termed “constitutional identity,”\textsuperscript{23} and to a noticeable nationalist and localist backlash against global constitutionalism and its supposedly universal world view.\textsuperscript{24}

The discussion is structured as follows. We begin by focusing on two detailed case studies that illustrate potential threats to state spatial hegemony: (i) the growing anxiety over immigration, borders, and “uncontrolled” entry; and (ii) the rise of large, densely populated, politically significant, and economically potent cities. In each of these examples, we examine in considerable detail how state-centered public law defines, and where required redefines, space and territory in order to tame potential threats—local or global, vertical and horizontal—to the state’s territorial sovereignty. Next, (iii) we examine several other key areas of spatial legal governance dominated by an adaptive statist outlook, ranging from (a) permanent sovereignty over natural wealth and resources to (b) state control of spatiality in the context of regulating religious sites and attire in the public sphere, and finally to (c) statist neo-secessionism driven by nationalist-populist trends.\textsuperscript{25} Taken in conjunction, these illustrations suggest that the disregard for and dismissal of the state as a potent actor in the public law arena is premature. Statist law never disappeared. Facing existential threats to its long-standing dominance, it has been modified and reinvented to remain a key player in the struggle for spatial control.\textsuperscript{26}


\textsuperscript{22} Barbo Fassbender, \textit{The State’s Unabandoned Claim to Be the Center of the Legal Universe}, 16(4) Int’l. J. Const. L. 1207 (2018).


\textsuperscript{25} Space constraints forestall additional discussions of “classical” territory-related statist public law, notably, zoning and land policy, takings, public works and infrastructure investment, social welfare, and control over intergenerational wealth transfer through inheritance and property taxation.

\textsuperscript{26} Statist law today often incorporates into its framework regulatory provisions originating from supranational and international sources. Furthermore, states may act alone or in concert with other states, cooperate through regional agreements and institutions, or promote their interests via multilateral channels. As long as the spatial aspect of the regulation is shaped by authorities of the state it falls within the scope of our analysis.
True, a range of economic activities—investment, trade, capital mobility, knowledge transfer, tax evasion—know no borders; international organizations are proliferating; and transnational standard-setting is rising. Global markets have largely weakened the state’s fiscal autonomy, but fallen short of dismantling a core element of the Westphalian order: the state’s legal grip over its territory. Core aspects of public law remain largely statist, especially those intensely focused on territoriality, a vital dimension of modern conceptions of sovereignty. When it comes to key issues such as a country’s control of natural wealth and resource allocation, citizenship and immigration, governance of religious and ethnic diversity, territorial integrity, populist politics, and democratic backsliding—let alone the intensely government-controlled military, policing intelligence, and surveillance domains—state sovereignty may be metamorphosing, but it is evidently not vanishing.

As part of a broader call for problem-driven constitutional studies, we highlight a phenomenon that is hidden in plain sight: the importance of law’s interaction with the spatial context in which it operates and the gravitational power of territoriality in a world system that, despite many dramatic changes, has not switched to a new source of authority and legitimacy. This refocusing on the ground on which law stands—both literally and figuratively—is intended to open up a new space for debate and reflection. We conclude by suggesting that any sober look at the post-Westphalian era, a quarter century after its supposed triumph, suggests that while its novel, “post” facet is readily observable and has been discussed ad nauseam, its Westphalian roots and character are very much alive, even if their current-day manifestations are constantly transforming. In an array of key policy areas, states and governments have adjusted themselves effectively to the new global era to maintain their sovereign stature and pursue their own domestic agendas, either independently or in collaboration with other states and international actors. In fact, with respect to some of the most pressing challenges of early twenty-first-century governance—international migration, environmental protection, urban agglomeration, or natural resource allocation (all of which require close international collaboration to be effectively addressed)—renewed state power, and methodological nationalism more generally, protract, impede, or altogether prevent convergence on global solutions.

Our usage of the term “territoriality” refers to it primarily as a “spatial strategy to affect, influence, or control resources and people, by controlling area.” See Robert David Sack, Human Territoriality: Its Theory and History 21 (1986). Definitions of sovereignty may vary, but legally there are three enduring constituent features: people, territory, and political authority exercised over that territory and its people. In international law, article 1 of the Montevideo Convention on the Rights and Duties of the State (1933), echoes the traditional Westphalian view, stating that: “The State as a person of international law should possess the following qualifications: (a) a permanent population; (b) a defined territory; (c) government; and (d) capacity to enter into relation with other States.”
1. After the Berlin Wall: Shifting, not disappearing, borders

To begin this journey, we need to wind back the clock. In 1989, the fall of the Berlin Wall led many to predict that barbed wire and sealed entry gates would become relics of a bygone era. Thirty years later, we find a very different reality. When the Berlin Wall came down, there were fifteen border fences around the world. Today, nearly seventy border fences have either been completed or are under construction. Some of these new barriers, especially those built in Europe, were erected in response to the 2015 refugee crisis. Yet many of the post-Berlin border fences were raised before this recent influx of migrants. Globally, perhaps the most recognizable—and politicized—border wall stretches along parts of the US-Mexico border. Other notable examples include Spain’s watchtowers and razor wire fences around Melilla and Ceuta, its enclaves in North Africa; the barrier between Bulgaria (an EU member state) and Turkey; the metal curtain that India has built around its poorer neighbor, Bangladesh; and the new steel fence that Norway is constructing on its arctic border with Russia. To the surprise of many, Europe, with its promise of open borders, has more extensive fencing than the world’s most (in)famous border wall. Since the fall of the Berlin Wall, European countries have built, or are in the process of building, approximately 1200 km (or 750 miles) of fencing to keep uninvited people out. By way of comparison, as of the end of 2015, the US-Mexico border wall stretches a little over 650 miles, covering roughly one-third of the 2000-mile-long US-Mexico border. Similar patterns emerge when comparing the number of border guards and police officers involved in border management in EU member states and through Frontex, which dwarfs those in the United States.

Contrary to the predictions of globalists, humanists, post-nationalists, and others who forecasted the imminent demise of borders and citizenship regimes, the legal distinction between member and stranger is, if anything, back with renewed vengeance, especially since 9/11. Today, more than ever, questions of migration, membership, identity, and belonging have become pressing issues, and are likely to remain
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at the forefront of public debate for the foreseeable future. Rather than relics of a bygone era, menacing border walls and steel fences have become renovated fortified manifestations of (real or imagined) sovereign control.\textsuperscript{32} As important as these visible walled borders are for separating the haves from the have-nots, both symbolically and practically, a new and striking trend has emerged: the surge of state-controlled invisible borders—borders that rely on sophisticated legal techniques to detach migration control functions from a fixed territorial location, creating a new framework that we call the \textit{shifting border}.

As migration pressures mount globally, governments in rich countries search for new ways to expand their remit, both conceptually and operationally, both inward and outward. In a world where borders are transforming, but not dissolving, the question of legal spatiality—\textit{where} a person is barred from onward mobility and \textit{by whom}—holds dramatic consequences for the rights and protections of the persons on the move, and correlative duties and responsibilities of the countries they seek to reach and the transit locations through which they pass.\textsuperscript{33} Drawing on comparative legislation, regulation, and the guidelines and directives of administrative agencies, we investigate how and why these changes are being fostered by states, acting alone or in concert, and what strategic goals motivate them.

The fixed borderlines depicted on a world atlas often do not coincide with those comprehended and created by words of law, which facilitate and authorize the operation of the shifting border. The border itself has become a moving barrier, an unmoored legal construct.\textsuperscript{34} Unlike the traditional, reinforced physical barrier, the shifting border is not fixed in time and place; it is comprised of legal portals rather than physical gates situated at a specific frontier location.

When it comes to migration control, the location of the border is shifting: at times penetrating deeply into the interior of a territory, while in other circumstances extending well beyond its perimeter. In other contexts, fixed territorial borders are being “erased” or refortified. This is part of a shifting-border strategy that strives, as official government policy documents plainly reveal, to “‘push the border out’ as far away from the actual [territorial] border as possible.” The idea, enthusiastically endorsed by governments in relatively rich and stable regions of the world, is to screen people “at the source” or origin of their journey (rather than at their destination country) and then again at every possible “checkpoint along the travel continuum—visa screening, airport check-in, points of embarkation, transit points, international airports and seaports.”\textsuperscript{35} The traditional static border is thus reimagined as the \textit{last}

\textsuperscript{32} For a critical exploration of border walls, see WENDY BROWN, WALLED STATES, WAINING SOVEREIGNITY (2010).

\textsuperscript{33} The concept of legal spatiality is applied here to the specific context of immigration issues, but it is highly relevant for other legal terrains as well. For a comprehensive discussion, see Raustiala, supra note 15.

\textsuperscript{34} This is so even as politicians frequently revert to images of a fixed legal spatiality when it comes to the rhetoric surrounding the exercise of sovereign authority, as in Donald Trump’s election promise to build an “impenetrable, physical, tall, powerful, beautiful . . . border wall.”

\textsuperscript{35} Preamble to the Canada-US Statement of Mutual Understanding (SMU) signed between Canada and the United States in the aftermath of 9/11.
point of encounter rather than the first. Just as the shifting border ever more flexibly extends the long arm of the state to regulate mobility half a world away, it also stretches into the interior, creating “constitution lite” zones or “waiting zones” (zones d’attente) deep inside liberal democracies. Within these zones ordinary constitutional rights are limited or partially suspended, especially for those who do not have proper documentation or legal status.

Consider the following examples, which capture only a sliver of the rapidly evolving shifting-border phenomenon. While each of the countries we explore has developed its own variant of the shifting-border strategy, deserving a more extensive treatment than we can offer here, their policies offer excellent illustrations of the reliance on legal (not extralegal) measures to detach the border from a fixed territorial marker.

Much has been said about the fortification of the US-Mexico border. As part of a major reform to US immigration policy, a procedure called expedited removal was introduced into law. It permits front-line officers and border agents to expeditiously return undocumented migrants at the border, as well as to review the legal status of individuals detected up to 100 miles away from any US land or coastal border, in effect “moving” the border from its fixed location at the edge of the country’s territory into the interior. This legal maneuver not only relocates the border, but also creates what has been referred to as a “constitution-lite” zone within the United States. Law enforcement agents can set up checkpoints on highways, at ferry terminals, or on trains, requiring any random person to provide proof of his or her legal status in the United States without probable cause. Such governmental surveillance of movement and mobility—traditionally restricted to the actual location of the border crossing—is now seeping into the interior.

The most recent official US census data reveal that no less than two-thirds of the US population lives in this 100-mile constitution-lite zone. That is, more than 200 million people live in the malleable or moveable border zone. The whole state of New...
York, for example, lies completely within 100 miles of the land and coastal borders of the United States, as does Florida, another migrant-magnet state. And the governmental agency responsible for implementing the shifting border, the Department of Homeland Security, has gone on record declaring that its border-enforcement measures may well expand “nationwide.”

Until recently, the prospect of nationwide implementation seemed to belong squarely in the realm of the futuristic and the implausible. In today’s political clampdown on immigration, the current administration’s commitment to “using all these statutory authorities to the greatest extent possible” potentially translates into precisely such a massive spatial and temporal expansion of expedited removal. Supplemented by multiple executive orders and accompanying memos, expedited removal threatens to reach “any immigrant anywhere in the United States who can’t prove that they’ve been in the country for two or more years.” A simple bulletin in the Federal Register is all that is required to make this sweeping augmentation of the border a legal reality. Under the shifting-border paradigm, the “interior” could be recast as the “exterior” for the purposes of immigration control with the stroke of a pen.

The notion that legal circumstances affecting non-members change dramatically after they “passed through our gates” is well-established, as canonical case law from Shaugnessy to Zadvydas attests. However, the shifting border distinguishes between physical entry into the country (which does not count for immigration purposes) and lawful admission through a recognized port of entry (which makes one’s presence in the territory permissible, and therefore visible, in the eyes of the regulatory state). Accordingly, entry into the territory—the material act of crossing the geographical border and physically being present within the jurisdiction of the United States—does not equate with legally “being here.” This change in the meaning is formalized into law: “an alien present in the United States without being admitted,” to recite the somewhat cryptic language of the Immigration and Nationality Act, is treated as though they never really crossed the border into the country despite being present in the territory. This legal fiction bears serious consequences for
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44 To date, no such notice has been issued. If such an expansion were to occur, major litigation challenging its constitutionality will likely follow. The distinction between the internal and the external is central to the Westphalian notion of sovereignty.
46 The distinction between entry and admission dates back to the enactment of IIRIRA. For a concise overview of the legal impacts of this change, see, e.g., Daniel Cicchini & Joseph Hassel, The Continuing Struggle to Define "Admission" and "Admitted" in the Immigration and Nationality Act, 6 IMMIGR. L. ADVISOR 1 (2012). A recent study found that the term “admission,” or variations thereof, appear over 100 times in the Immigration and Nationality Act and accompanying regulations. See AMERICAN IMMIGRATION COUNCIL, PRACTICE ADVISORY: INSPECTION, ENTRY AND ADMISSION? (2015).
47 The term “being here” is drawn from Linda Bosniak’s critical investigation into the ethical significance of territorial presence of unauthorized migrants. See Linda Bosniak, Being Here: Ethical Territoriality and the Rights of Immigrants, 8 THEORETICAL INQUIRIES IN L. 389 (2007).
48 8 U.S.C. § 1182(a)(6)(A)(i). These individuals will have certain constitutional protections while in the country, including procedural and/or substantive due process.
those aliens present in the United States without being admitted. For instance, their unlawful entry triggers the preclusion of future status regularization or the application of waivers during the removal process, thereby causing them to forfeit their prospects for lawful admission to the United States. Moreover, the very act of having crossed without inspection and permission (the otherwise unrecognized presence of the non-citizen in the territory) becomes the “main substantive charge used to remove them.”

In creating the legal distinction between “entry” and “admission,” US immigration law effectively treats individuals present in the country without authorization as though they had been stopped at the border, depriving them of the traditional protections enjoyed by non-citizens who have been able to reach the interior. Such a legal maneuver can only occur by “redrawing the traditional exclusion-deportation line” under a shifting conception of the border. The exclusion-deportation line has become blurred and detached from a fixed spatial marker. The key factor for the legal analysis is no longer whether the person has penetrated the territory’s physical frontiers. Rather, for immigration regulation purposes, the question is whether the person has crossed at any time or place through the law’s gates of admission, which, as the authorizing legislation openly proclaims, are not territorially fixed, but rather designated by the executive branch of government.

Just as the shifting border bleeds into the interior, it extends the long arm of the state outward, ever more flexibly, to regulate mobility at a distance. Travelers who wish to embark on a US-bound flight now regularly encounter the US border, or its authorized guardians—American officials located on foreign soil—in places as diverse as Freeport and Nassau in the Bahamas, Dublin, and Shannon in Ireland, or Abu Dhabi in the United Arab Emirates. Thanks to a legal carve-out known as the pre-clearance system, these procedures regularly take place in foreign transit hubs that are sometimes located tens, hundreds, or even thousands of miles away from the “homeland” territory. Currently, more than 600 American customs and border control specialists are deployed in airports around the world, processing over 18 million US-bound passengers per year before they embark on their air travel journeys to the United States. An ambitious expansion program for such pre-clearance and pre-inspection procedures launched in 2015 with the goal of pre-clearing, on foreign soil, at least a third of all US-bound air travelers by 2040. Such expansion is touted as promoting America’s interests by facilitating international trade and travel, while at the same time countering global security threats by allowing the “United States and our international partners to jointly identify and address threats at the earliest possible point,” as the official publication of America’s border protection agency simply and elegantly explains. Strikingly, such pre-inspection decisions bear the full weight

49 There are also three-year and ten-year bars to readmission. See Immigration and Nationality Act §§ 212(a)(9)(B)(i)(I)–212(a)(9)(B)(i)(II).
52 U.S. Customs and Border Protection, CBP Releases Fiscal Year 2015 Trade and Travel Numbers (Mar. 4, 2016).
of US law as though their determinations were made “at the border,” even though the territory of the USA is far from sight. The border has instead been replanted as a legal construct on non-US soil.

America’s shifting border is part of a larger transformation that is complemented by the legislative and regulatory actions undertaken by other leading destination countries. The Canadian government, for example, proclaims itself to be a “world leader in developing interdiction strategies against illegal migration.” Apart from Canada’s massive shared land border with the United States, it is otherwise surrounded by large bodies of water and ice. Given its geopolitical location, Canada relies heavily on overseas interdiction. Over the years, it has perfected the technique of interception and interdiction abroad, effectively relocating much of its migration regulation activities to overseas gateways located primarily in Europe and Asia. There, migration integrity officers, or liaison officers, conduct border control activities as a matter of course, although they are nowhere near the formal edge or frontier of Canadian territory. As a key component of the shifting-border strategy, these government officials are strategically located in “key foreign embarkation, transit and immigration points around the world.” This part of Canada’s border strategy strives to “push the border out” as far away from the actual [territorial] border as possible. In the words of the Canadian Border Service Agency, “moving the focus of control of movement of people away from [the territorial] border to overseas, where potential violators of citizenship and immigration laws are interdicted prior to their arrival” has become a core feature of the country’s multiple-border-strategy, as Canada has branded its extensive variant of the shifting-border strategy.

Canada, along with many other wealthy nations, also relies heavily on private-sector third-party actors—in particular airline carriers—as “enforcers” of its immigration regulation and border control provisions. As many seasoned travelers will know, it is usually airline personnel who take pains to verify that the required documents and visas are in place prior to permitting embarkation on international flights. They do so, at least in part, because their companies face steep financial penalties by the receiving countries if they transport improperly documented persons into their territories. Canadian law permits the government to seek reimbursement from airline carriers for “costs of detention, return, and, in some cases, medical care” associated with irregular migrants that arrived aboard their flights. Similarly, the Schengen Implementation Agreement obliges all members of the European Union to implement
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55 Id.
56 SMU, supra note 35.
57 Canada as well as other countries have also signed memoranda of understanding with airline carriers that permit immigration officials abroad to refuse permission to individual passengers to board flights in return for indemnity from the administrative fines these airline carriers would have been obliged to pay if found carrying inadmissible passengers.
carrier sanctions. Allowing airline personnel to perform such passport control activities in effect contributes to the growing role of private-sector intermediaries in conducting what is arguably a central plank of sovereign authority: deciding whom to admit and whom to keep at bay.

Since the early 2000s, EU member states have followed suit, creating an expanded transnational network of immigration liaison officers operating under a EU directive framework that binds them all. As a result, today’s interdiction programs have proliferated into massive information-gathering operations among trusted partners in offshore locations through a “network of contacts with host-country officials, officials from other governments in the designated region, airline personnel and law-enforcement agents.” Their main goal is to identify and interdict improperly documented travelers at the earliest point at which their identity can be verified and as remotely as possible from the actual border, before these irregular migrants stand a chance of reaching their respective territorial boundaries. These overseas agents operate under the recommended guidelines developed by the International Air Transport Association (IATA). The existence of this non-state organization representing the global airline industry reveals not only the shifting location of the border, but also the increased collaboration between private and public actors in regulating de-territorialized “edges” of well-off polities seeking to prevent admission of unwanted persons. The expanding involvement of for-profit intermediaries in the task of regulating migration blurs the line between state and market, adding yet another non-traditional brick to the “moving” border and offering new techniques of controlling access to territory and membership.

Australia, even more explicitly than Canada or the United States, has officially relocated its border through words of law, creating—as its government readily admits—a distinction between the country’s “migration zone” and “Australia” as we know it on the map. This “excision” policy was created through the Migration Amendment Act of 2001, which was expanded in 2005 and then again in 2013. The legislation authorizes Australia’s immigration officials to remove asylum seekers who have managed to reach its now excised territory as though they had never reached Australia, despite having physically landed on its shores. Put differently, those who reach the excision zone cannot make a valid asylum claim in Australia because they never entered it in a legally cognizable way. Thus, the territory they reached is no longer “Australia” for immigration law purposes. This legal fiction further limits the procedural and substantive rights that asylum seekers and other irregular migrants are entitled to under domestic and international law. It also eliminates the possibility

59 This mandate was further enhanced in 2001, by a European Council Directive that aims to harmonize these financial sanctions as a powerful regulatory tool, used here by member states in concert, to diminish the prospects of arrival to their shores of unauthorized migrants.
60 See e.g., THE MIGRATION INDUSTRY AND THE COMMERCIALIZATION OF INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION (Thomas Gammeltoft-Hansen & Ninna Nyberg Sørensen eds., 2013).
61 Migration Amendment (Excision from Migration Zone) Act 2001 (Cth.) (Austl.).
of judicial review, thus not only redrawing the territorial border, but also attenuating legality in the process. In 2013, the excision zone was expanded through legislation to include the entire Australian mainland. In effect, this means that the border applies everywhere and nowhere at the same time.

The legal consequences of arrival to Australia’s “erased” territory are both far-reaching and irreversible. Those falling under the spell of excision are refused the possibility of securing status in Australia, even after their claims are adjudicated. Excision provides a hocus-pocus way to keep out those who were never wanted or invited. By erecting an unlimitable line of defense against unauthorized maritime arrivals, excision creates a legal barrier that makes illusionary the possibility of passing through the proverbial entry gates, even for those who have managed to reach the country’s (actual) territory. This logic is reminiscent of the rights-restricting inward “bleeding” of the US border into the interior and the resultant restriction of rights, but with a unique Australian twist of erasing certain segments of its own territory off the map for migration regulation purposes.63

More limited versions of excision occur in several high-traffic airports located in European capitals, which have declared certain parts of these airports, physically located in their national territories, as extraterritorial “international zones” or “transit zones” where a fiction of non-entry prevails, permitting expedited removal procedures to take place. These transit zones were treated as legal gray zones, operating in a limbo space, “in which officials ‘[we’re not obliged to provide asylum seekers or foreign individuals with some or all of the protections available to those officially on state territory.’” This practice was eventually challenged in the European Court of Human Rights, which concluded that “[d]espite its name, the international zone does not have extraterritorial status,” thus bringing border-control actions taking place in these locations back into the fold of legality.64

The creation of legal gray zones is not entirely new. The US navy base in Guantanamo Bay, now known primarily as the detention place of foreign nationals suspected of terrorism links, was formerly used as a repository for asylum seekers (particularly from Haiti) whose shattered boats were intercepted on the high seas by US navy ships in order to prevent those onboard from claiming refuge at “our gates.” Again, we witness the dexterity of legal definitions and categories to interdict unwanted entrants before they can reach the actual border—unless, as in Australia’s extreme variant of the shifting border, that territory itself is “excised.”

In 2013, along with the spatial expansion of the excision zone, Australia has adopted another measure of shifting border: all “asylum seekers who unlawfully arrive anywhere in Australia” must be transferred to third countries for offshoring processing.65 The Australian government calls this policy regional processing, which in practice has meant that those who reach the excision zone are transferred to offshore

---

63 This unprecedented act was prefaced by a governmental clarification that the excised zones were not altogether removed from Australian sovereign territory.
65 For the authorizing legislation, see Migration Amendment (Unauthorised Maritime Arrivals and other Measures) Act 2013 (Cth.) (Austl.).
locations. The offshore locations are remote islands in the Pacific, such as Nauru, a tiny microstate island nation that is 4500 kilometers away from Australia, or Manus Island in Papua New Guinea. There, asylum seekers may languish for years while the immigration authorities process and assess the asylum claims. Australia is the only country in the world that uses other countries to process asylum claims. Close to 80 percent of those transferred to such offshore processing centers have proven they have credible claims. Yet, even those recognized as refugees are forbidden for life from settlement in Australia due to their “original sin” of arriving on excised territory. The erased territory thus becomes a legal black hole, a gravitational field so intense that no unauthorized migrant can ever escape it. This ironclad policy—a one-way ticket away from Australia—has recently attracted the interest of European policymakers desperately seeking answers to their respective challenges of responding to uninvited migration flows. The policy has also fueled discussions of building migrant “reception” centers in North Africa and deeper into the heart of the continent.

Australia has invented one of the most striking manifestations of the shifting border by legally redefining the area of Australian territory upon which asylum claims can be made, and by removing and “emplacing” any intercepted irregular migrants to offshore processing centers in remote locations in poorer and less stable third countries. These policies have been subject to extensive domestic and international critique, highlighting their tremendous toll on human rights and the questionable compatibility of such legal measures with Australia’s own domestic and international law commitments. Without a global review mechanism or a supranational tribunal devoted to migration and asylum claims, Australia’s High Court has on several occasions been called on to review various aspects of Australia’s excision policy and offshore processing framework. In several landmark decisions, the High Court favored the claims of those who arrived in excised territories. These decisions include the cases known as Plaintiff M61/2010 and Plaintiff M69/2010, in which the High Court unanimously found that two Sri Lankan asylum seekers detained on Australia’s Christmas Island had been denied procedural fairness. The Court’s decision led the government to amend certain aspects of the processing of claims beyond mainland Australia. In Plaintiff M70/2011 v. Minister for Immigration and Citizenship, the High Court struck down the government’s so-called Malaysian solution, which proposed that Australia swap 800 asylum seekers held in detention after they arrived by boat to the excision zone, with 4000 processed refugees waiting for resettlement from Malaysia. The Court found that Malaysia is not a signatory to the Refugee Convention, nor does it recognize the status of refugees under its domestic law, and blocked the plan. However,
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67 Plaintiff M70/2011 v. Minister of Immigration and Citizenship [2011] H.C.A. 32 (Austl.). Most recently, the High Court raised questions about the legality of maritime interception and turn-back operations, but in a tight 4–3 decision it eventually upheld the government’s policies. See CPCF v. Minister of Immigration and Border Protection [2015] H.C.A. 1 (Austl.). Human rights lawyers have argued that despite this High Court decision, which focused on domestic law, Australia is still in breach of its non-refoulement international obligations. In a previous decision, Plaintiff S156/2013 v. Minister for Immigration and Border Protection, [2014] H.C.A. 22 (Austl.), the High Court unanimously rejected a challenge to the constitutional validity of §§ 198 AB and 198 AD of the Migration Act 1958, as amended by the Migration...
the very same justice system that protects all refugees, but those arriving without authorization by boat ultimately upheld some of the more controversial aspects of the country’s excision and offshoring tactics.

Another twist to the shifting-border trend is the implementation of new technologies that create virtual contactless border control, potentially deployable anywhere within a country’s territory. Countries as distinct as China, Australia, the United States, and the United Arab Emirates (UAE) are leading the way. Dubai International Airport, for example, has introduced a pilot test of new “biometric borders”—known as smart tunnels—in its Terminal 3, and plans to implement the new technology in the remaining terminals by 2020. The smart tunnel identifies passengers through a combination of scans of the user’s iris and 3D face-scanning which occurs as you walk through, meaning that no human interaction is needed. The information is then matched with the passenger’s digital profile. Government officials foresee a future whereby arriving and departing passengers will not require “any travel documents such as passport, ID cards or boarding cards.” Instead, the body will become our ticket of admission (or conversely, denial of entry) as biometric borders expand their reach. Once in the UAE, however, every citizen and lawful resident, including those on a work visa, must also carry a national ID card (known as the Emirates ID) at all times. The Emirates ID serves as a “personal database of every resident,” which can be checked and verified by government officials as well as private actors when opening a bank account, accessing medical care, renting a house, or crossing a border. Meanwhile, in the same spirit of technocratic innovation, in China, railway police have begun to test facial-recognition sunglasses for scanning domestic travelers on trains with suspected criminal backgrounds, ranging from traffic infringements to the use of fake identity documents and human trafficking. The glasses would match the scans against a linked database to identify faces with exceptionally fast (albeit not always particularly accurate) results. Human rights groups have raised concerns that such measures are disproportionately applied to regulate the movement of religious and ethnic minorities. In these examples,

Legislation Amendment (Regional Processing and Other Measures) Act 2012 (Cth.) (Austl.), which gives the immigration minister the power to designate regional (offshore) processing countries. These amendments were introduced into law in response to a previous ruling of the High Court, Plaintiff M, a decision in which the Court struck down the government’s “Malaysian solution.”


For further information, see https://airwaysmag.com/airports/dubai-international-tests-new-passport-control/.


measures of migration and population control become intertwined with new, powerful technologies of surveillance.

Additionally, sought-after destination countries are simultaneously developing and implementing futuristic data-mining technologies, and predictive as well as bilateral and multilateral agreements with countries of origin and transit that treat the latter as migration “buffer zones” for wealthier nations (often in exchange for capacity building and material assistance in the form of development aid). The new conception of the shifting border has coincided with the rise of big data and propagated the creation of enormous databases that store biometric information and electronic records of travelers’ identities. Sharing these records prior to travel has replaced traditional interactions between the individual and state officials at the actual territorial border because, as the UK Home Office revealingly puts it, the encounter “can be too late—they [unauthorized entrants] have achieved their goal of reaching our shores.”73 To achieve this ambitious Orwellian vision, the location, operation, and logic of the border have to be redefined to allow government officials or their delegates (increasingly operating transnationally and in collaboration with third parties and private-sector actors) to screen and intercept travelers at continuous and multiple eBorders, iBorders, or automated gates en route to their desired destinations and, before long, within their territories as well.

Pre-travel electronic clearance is now required as a matter of course, even for those in possession of internationally coveted passports, including travelers from EU member states. Such electronic travel authority must be applied for and approved by the government of the destination country before the travelers embark on their journey, and is linked electronically to their passports. Without such authorization, it is impossible to board a plane or enter into the United States, Canada, or Australia. Following suit, European countries are expected to implement the European Travel Information and Authorization System in 2021. This additional layer of pre-clearance and information-gathering creates a powerful yet invisible electronic border that is operational in every place (adjusting itself to the location and risk profile of the traveler). It is intentionally severed from and sequentially precedes the act of territorial admission, thereby allowing a government to “see like a state” outside and beyond its own territory.74

As these examples illustrate, borders are not vanishing, but rather are being reanimated and reinvented by governmental authorities. The shifting border is at once multidirectional and slippery, but not in the transnational, open, and tolerant variant that demise-of-the-state or post-Westphalian theories had foreseen. Instead, a darker, more restrictive orientation has emerged. Far from the dream of a borderless world that emerged after the Berlin Wall came down, today, we see not only more border walls, but also the rapid proliferation of “movable” legal barriers that may appear anywhere, but are applied selectively and unevenly, with fluctuating degree, intensity, and frequency of regulation. Prosperous countries are turning to increasingly...

74 See Scott, Seeing Like a State, supra note 20.
sporadic measures of interdiction, pre-clearance, and biometric tracking in their quest to prevent uninvited migrants, including asylum seekers, from accessing their bounded legal spaces of rights protection and relative safety and stability.

The shifting border is a key pillar in these countries’ wholesale agenda to strategically and selectively sort and regulate mobility. As a result, it is increasingly difficult for unwanted and uninvited migrants to set foot in the greener pastures of the more affluent and stable polities they desperately seek to enter. Conversely, wealthy migrants wishing to deposit their mobile capital in these very same countries find fewer and fewer restrictions to fast-tracked admission. This bifurcation has become more visible with the surge of citizenship by investment programs, which represent another interesting dimension of states’ ability to manipulate time and space whenever they seek to facilitate, rather than prohibit, admission for those migrants they perceive as high value in a competitive global environment. A growing number of countries now offer tailor-made, exclusive, and expedited pathways for the world’s super-rich to acquire citizenship “quickly and simply” in exchange for a hefty investment. In certain cases, millionaire migrants need not even set foot in the new home country. These programs—creatures of states’ control over their membership boundaries—turn large money transfers into the core, if not sole, criterion for admission into the body politic. Such red-carpet treatment is offered by states at the same time as they rely on increasingly complex bordering mechanisms to redefine the reach of their migration control power, both internally and externally, when it comes to other categories of non-citizens seeking entry and protection.

The proliferation of “golden visa” and “golden passport” programs is germane for another reason. For this echelon of well-to-do migrants, governments are treating the transfer of funds as a substitute for the establishment of long-term physical presence on the territory, again revealing the flexible and instrumental treatment of space and place. For those with deep pockets, the establishment of a “genuine link”—typically requiring several years of continuous residence, whereby physical presence on the territory is treated as a proxy for “putting down roots in the country”—is simply waived at the discretion of the state. By contrast, for those in search of international protection and safe haven, reaching the actual, physical, territorial border remains the make-or-break pre-condition for launching an asylum claim, and with it, accessing the relatively high level of rights protection offered by affluent, stable rule-of-law societies. This fixation on territorial arrival as the connecting factor activating the state’s asylum-protection apparatus helps explain the tremendous investment by
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76 For further discussion, see Ayelet Shachar, Citizenship for Sale? in The Oxford Handbook of Citizenship 789 (Ayelet Shachar et al. eds., 2017).
77 In the United States, this tension is perhaps best manifested in the contrasting legal treatment of the “Parachuters,” the super-rich entering on the heft of their wallet, and the “Dreamers”—namely, children who were brought into the country at a young age, have been educated in the United States, and raised “American” but, despite widespread support for their cause, have no legal pathway to establish a secure legal status in the only country they know as home. This contrast is elaborated in Ayelet Shachar, The Marketization of Citizenship in an Age of Restrictionism, 32 ETHICS & INT’L AFF. 3 (2018).
states in devising new shifting-border regimes. If a person seeking asylum is blocked prior to arrival, the rights guaranteed under national, regional, and international protection regimes do not arise.

The agility of the shifting border supplies the legal arsenal for states to skirt their obligations without formally withdrawing them, as it operates to prevent aspiring newcomers from reaching the actual, territorial border. It allows governments—of prosperous societies, in particular—to continue to present themselves as global beacons of democracy and human rights, while engaging in ever more frantic efforts to avert certain arrivals in the first place. This divergent treatment of time, place, and space—crucial and compulsory for activating a state’s protection regime vis-à-vis the asylum seeker, yet totally relinquishable by governments in relation to those admitted on the heft of their wallet—reveals the perplexing features of the new landscape of shifting borders. Countries simultaneously engage in opening and closing their borders, but do so selectively. The duality of “preventive” shifting-border policies and facilitative fast-track admission for desired migrants reflects the ingenuity of governmental actors operating under conditions of formally constraining rule of law norms in a globalizing world. Instead of disappearing, states have engendered a whole new legal cartography of control over borders and membership boundaries, indicating quite decisively who is welcomed to, or barred from, their respective “islands” of stability and prosperity. Far from a static and immovable barrier, the border has become a mobile, agile, sophisticated, and ever-transforming legal construct—a shifting border, which can be planted and replanted in myriad locations, with dramatic implications for the rights and protections offered to those who fall within its remit of influence.

2. Urban agglomeration, state domination

The twenty-first century has been hailed the “century of the city.” Major demographic, economic, and political trends point to the increasing centrality of cities and extensive urbanization more generally. Whereas a century ago only one in ten people lived in an urban area, today, for the first time in recorded human history, the majority of the world’s population lives in cities. This marks a major and unprecedented transformation in the ways in which human societies organize, both in spatial and in geopolitical terms. The majority of the growth is in the Global South, but the Global North has also seen its fair share of change in terms of both absolute numbers and speed of change. In 1800, a meager 3 percent of the world’s population lived in cities. In 1950, less than 30 percent of the world population lived in cities. In 1990, that number went up to 43 percent. By 2018, this proportion had grown to 56 percent. Given that during this time, the world’s population has increased from 2.6 billion in 1950 to 5.3 billion in 1990 and to 7.6 billion in 2018, the city growth becomes even more significant—from 750 million in 1950 to 2.2 billion people in 1990 and to 4.3 billion in 2018. In

other words, from 1950 to 1990 alone, the number of city dwellers worldwide tripled itself. What is more, within a quarter of a century from the 1990s to the present day, a mere generation, the number of city dwellers has further grown by 95 percent, or nearly doubled itself. By 2050, an additional 2.5 billion people are expected to live in urban settings; approximately 70 percent of the world population (projected at 10 billion) will reside in cities (85 percent within OECD countries), thereby reflecting unprecedented human agglomeration in urban areas, with ever-widening density gaps between cities and hinterlands, as well as among neighborhoods in the megacity.79

An immediate by-product of the extensive urbanization of the last century is the emergence of megacities and megacity regions. In 1900, there were merely twelve cities in the world with one million residents or more.80 Today, the number has passed 500 (more than a forty times increase in little over a century). As cities with one million residents are now so common, the term “megacities” typically refers to cities with 5 to 10 million people or more, or to urban centers with 10 million people or more. These figures are striking. Between 1990 and 2015 alone, the number of cities worldwide with at least 5 million inhabitants has nearly tripled from eighteen to fifty-three. That number is expected to further double to 104 cities by 2030. In 1950, only New York had a population of more than 10 million.81 By contrast, in 2017, nineteen megacities had a population greater than 10 million. The numbers are stunning: as of 2017, forty-seven urban centers had populations of at least 10 million.82 The numbers are stunning: as of 2017, Tokyo’s population stands at 38 million; Shanghai at 34 million; Jakarta at 32 million, Delhi at 28 million, Seoul at 26 million, Beijing at 25 million, Manila and Mumbai at 24 million each, while the populations of metro Sao Paulo, Mexico City, Karachi, and Lagos stand at 22 million each. New York—the paradigmatic example of a Western megacity—is ranked ninth in the world in terms of its metro area population of approximately 24 million. Gigantic cities such as Cairo, Los Angeles, or Dhaka (each with a metro-area population of 19 million) do not crack the top fifteen most populated cities list. Megacities such as Bangkok, Rio de Janeiro, or Bangalore, each with a metro-area population between 13 and 15 million, are not listed among the twenty most populated cities. Another approach to defining megacities takes the concentration of people in a given city relative to the overall population of the entire country. Using this criterion, the list of megacities grows. Santiago de Chile or the Taipei-Keelung metropolitan area do not meet the 10 million standard, but are home to well over one-third of their respective polities’ overall population.

79 For recent data, see Population Division of the UN Department of Economic and Social Affairs (UN DESA), United Nations 2018 Revision of World Urbanization Prospects (2018), available at https://population.un.org/wup/.
80 In the late eighteenth century, Beijing was the first city in history to have reached population of one million. London reached that milestone circa 1825.
The extensive urban agglomeration and population growth in megacities are expected to continue in the coming decades. Demographic models suggest that by 2030, merely a decade from now, Delhi’s population will reach 36 million (30 percent more than its current population), Karachi’s population will reach 30 million (30 percent increase), while Dhaka’s population will stand at 28 million (32 percent increase). Some projections suggest that megacities of 50 million or even 100 million inhabitants (dubbed “metapolis”) are likely to emerge within the next century, all while levels of density and geographic concentration will continue to rise as the percentage of land area occupied by human settlement remains well below 10 percent. New research further predicts that by 2100, approximately one-quarter of the world’s population will reside in the world’s 101 largest cities, with an overall megacity population between 1.6 and 2.3 billion. Should current urbanization patterns in Africa continue, studies suggest, the population of Lagos and Kinshasa could each reach 85 million by 2100, while the population of Dar es Salaam will reach 75 million. Meanwhile, the population of several megacities in the Indian sub-continent (Mumbai, Delhi, Kolkata, Karachi, and Dhaka) will have reached 50 to 70 million each by the turn of the twenty-first century. No wonder recent UN reports declare that the management of urbanization, especially in low-income and lower-middle-income countries, is one of the greatest challenges of our times.

This remarkable shift touches on some of the core elements of political public life: how we conceive and govern the relationship between our urban space, in which more than half of the world’s population now resides and processes of political organization and representation—the building blocks of political sovereignty and of constitutional law. Surprisingly, our legal institutions and constitutional imagination have not even begun to catch up with this new reality. While living in the century of the city we are still captives of outmoded constitutional structures, doctrines, perceptions, and expectations sown during the age of revolution and germinated during the creation of the modern nation state. While legal scholars have, by and large, overlooked the new reality of extensive urbanization, the city has attracted much attention throughout the human sciences. Contemporary political theory has generated renewed discussion on the urban space as a site of dense social interaction, as an alternative to state- or ethnicity-based political community, and on the city as a potential source for its dwellers’ rights and entitlements to renewed urban life (e.g. Henri Lefebvre’s “right to the city”). Some normative theorists have gone as far as suggesting that cities may have their own defining ethos or values, or that cultivating the “spirit of cities” may be an effective answer to global convergence and homogenization. Political sociologists, from S. N. Eisenstadt and Peter Hall to Charles Tilly and Saskia Sassen, have examined

85 See UN DESA, supra note 79.
86 See, e.g., Margaret Kohn, The Death and Life of the Urban Commonwealth (2016).
the political and economic roots of the evolution, decline, and re-emergence of the city and, later, of the global city. Prominent economists (e.g. Paul Krugman) and scholars of urban planning (e.g. Richard Florida) have paid considerable attention to the city as an engine for economic growth, a magnet for the creative classes, and a potential catalyst of regional cooperation.

In recent years, scholars and public intellectuals have gone on to suggest that, due to their relatively manageable scale and proximity to the people, cities are often better problem-solvers than the rigid and detached state apparatus. Cities should seize the current zeitgeist of “new localism” and take control over solving social and economic problems within their ambit.88 Benjamin Barber’s If Mayors Ruled the World offers what is arguably the boldest effort within mainstream discourse (i.e. aside from the Marxist-anarchist line of thought à la Murray Bookchin of undermining state authority via city power), to advocate for giving more power to cities.89 Barber’s argument is pragmatic: cities can deliver where big government cannot. He suggests that cities’ tendency to find practical solutions to big policy challenges, as well as their unique combination of local engagements and cosmopolitan inclinations, makes cities better suited than states to deal with major contemporary governance problems. Cities, in Barber’s conceptualization, offer “a miracle of civic ‘glocality’ promising pragmatism instead of politics, innovation rather than ideology, and solutions in place of sovereignty.”90 In short, the last decades have seen a burst of interest in and novel thinking about urbanization and cities through the human sciences.

By stark contrast, very little of this intellectual flurry has penetrated constitutional law. Here, the city remains a non-entity and a non-subject. The existing conversation, whether academic or jurisprudential, about all matters subnational—regions, states, provinces, and so on—is confined within centuries-old ideas about federalism and subsidiarity. The gap is even more glaring when it comes to comparative constitutionalism. In unitary polities, urban law and administrative law govern the nitty-gritty legal terrain. Despite the tremendous renaissance of comparative constitutional law, not a single comparative study traces the origins of constitutional innovation and stalemate with respect to city/state relations. In fact, the metropolis is virtually non-existent in comparative constitutional law, constitutional design, or constitutional thought. With the exception of a few American legal academics whose work focuses on American cities’ legal status,91 there are no book-length comparative accounts of the challenges to constitutional governance posed by extensive urbanization, the rise of the metropolis, or consequent tensions along a center/periphery demographic and geopolitical axis. In comparative constitutional thought, the city continues to be non-existent, quietly accepted as being fully subsumed within existing federalism and separation of powers doctrinal schemes. The Oxford Handbook of Comparative Constitutional

89 BENJAMIN BARBER, IF MAYORS RULED THE WORLD: DYSFUNCTIONAL NATIONS, RISING CITIES (2013).
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Law, for example, is a major state-of-the-field collection that includes over fifty chapters spread over 1000 pages. Not a single chapter addresses the urban challenge in passing, let alone in significant detail. A similar silence resounds in virtually all other definitive handbooks, companions, and textbooks on comparative constitutional law.

Of particular relevance here are historical accounts of the rise of the modern state and the corresponding demise of city and subnational autonomy. It is well known that the process of state formation in Europe involved the subjugation of the medieval city. Medieval and early-modern city state and autonomous communities’ powers were gradually yet effectively subordinated to the growing authority of the early-modern state, with its quest for control over its territory and people. In some cases, the subjugation of city powers by the state-led “building a leviathan” project was swift, either as a result of clear power imbalances or because pooling military or economic resources of several smaller units to create a more potent large one served the interests of weakened city states. In other instances, emerging states had to resort to active disciplining and open confrontation with recalcitrant, self-asserting cities adamant on maintaining their sovereignty and authority over their territory, people, capital, and knowledge. Given the considerable variance in how city states were incorporated into the modern state, it is clear that a range of historical and regional contingencies influenced this evolution alongside broader geographical, cultural, and economic factors. Sooner or later, however, the vast majority of hitherto autonomous cities (at least in Europe) were “nationalized” and incorporated into the early-modern state, giving way to the state-centered conception of sovereignty and spatiality.

Whereas in 1500, the city state in all its varieties was the dominant form of political unit in Europe, by 1800 it had given way to the early-modern state and its overseas colonies.

Subsequent political paths converged, with a few exceptions, upon a single form of a medium-sized, centralized state, with the later addition of federalism as a joint-governance pact between subnational administration and a national government. It was during that phase of the evolution of city state relations that substantial urban communities lost much of their previous autonomy and status. As states sought to establish their monopoly over the legitimate exercise of physical force and authority, enhance their influence upon economic and social life, and, most importantly, control “who gets what, when and how” within their respective territories, they also laid increasing claim to primacy as a focus of popular loyalties and collective identity. As cities lost the considerable autonomy they once enjoyed, state-centered bureaucracies and governance structures were established; cities were increasingly perceived as

92 The Oxford Handbook of Comparative Constitutional Law (Michel Rosenfeld & András Sajó eds., 2012).
mere cogs (important as they might be) in national economies, and as components of nation states. As Gerald Frug has shown in his seminal article written in 1980, during that grand transformation, the legal conceptualization of the city was consistently narrowed to a powerless “creature of the state” authorized to solve purely local problems. In that process, Frug argues, “it is not simply that cities have become totally subject to state control—although that itself demonstrates their powerlessness—but also that cities have lost the elements of association and economic strength that had formally enabled them to play an important part in the development of Western society.” As the statist project of national constitutions, whether centrist or federalist, achieved prominence, the effect on the constitutional imagination with respect to political geography and spatial autonomy was immediate and complete, leading to a dearth of creative thinking concerning the governance of cities.

American constitutional jurisprudence on city power represents a very small fraction of federalism case law in that country. *Hunter v. City of Pittsburgh*, a major US Supreme Court ruling rendered in 1907, continues to stand out as the landmark, field-defining ruling decision in this area. Its take-home message is clear: “municipal corporations are subdivisions of the state, created as convenient agencies for exercising such of the governmental powers of the state as may be intrusted [sic] to them . . . The number, nature, and duration of the powers conferred upon these corporations and the territory over which they shall be exercised rests in the absolute discretion of the state.”

More than a century later, little has changed. States continue to exercise significant power over their political subdivisions. Yet, as devastating as *Hunter*’s message has been for city power, several observers point out that progressive municipal agendas in San Francisco (with respect to LGBT marriage equality), Portland (with respect to corporate tax surcharge), or New York (with respect to universal pre-kindergarten) have led the way in planting the seeds of social change.

From a formal constitutional standpoint, two main principles govern city power in the USA. Forty states follow some version of the so-called Dillon’s Rule. Formulated by jurist John Dillon in 1868, it requires that all exercise of city power be traced back to a specific legislative grant of authority. The presumption is that cities do not have legislative authority unless it is explicitly granted to them through a concrete, identifiable piece of legislation. In other words, municipal corporations owe their origin to, and derive their powers and rights wholly from, the state legislature. Ten states are considered “home rule” (so-called Cooley Doctrine) jurisdictions. Here, cities enjoy a broader initial grant of authority and are able to act without specific authorization.

---
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In these states, an article of amendment in the state constitution grants cities and municipalities the capacity to pass laws to govern themselves as they see fit as long as they comply with state and US constitutions. The Cooley Doctrine upon which home-rule jurisdiction is based reflects the notion of an inherent right to local self-determination. In practice, however, even in states that follow the home-rule principle, legislatures can (and often do) override municipal laws with ordinary legislation.

In some home-rule states—New York being a prime example—an intricate system of joint governance has evolved, whereby in certain policy areas the state may legislate only upon approval of affected localities, whereas in other policy areas, counties may pass laws only upon the approval of the state. In several major cities that account for a significant portion of their respective state’s population—notably Chicago (Illinois) and New York City (New York)—state legislatures allow for what has been termed “integrated governance” of the school system, whereby the mayors control public schools in the city and directly appoint the head of the school system. In 2002, New York State legislature granted the sitting New York City mayor, Michael Bloomberg, control over the New York City Department of Education. This deferential policy, which was one of Mayor Bloomberg’s major accomplishments in transforming New York, has remained in effect.

Even as relatively powerful a city as New York may be, it too often finds itself bound by limiting, preemptive state legislation that prevents the city from implementing policy changes in key areas. Limiting rulings by apex state courts have restricted the ability of other American major cities such as Los Angeles, San Francisco, or Chicago to legislate in key policy areas such as education, taxation, or crime prevention. According to the National League of Cities’ 2018 report, City Rights in an Era of Preemption: A State by State Analysis, “state legislatures have stricken down laws passed by city leaders in four crucial areas of local governance: economics, social policy, health and safety.” Leading experts on American cities’ constitutional status note that there are various ways in which states could frustrate cities’ efforts to address the welfare of urban residents by implementing redistricting and rezoning to dilute local power to the suburbs.

Instances of preemption have expanded considerably in the last decade, with states preempting or overriding city ordinances concerning issues as diverse as local living wage regulations, gun control, municipal civil rights law, tobacco regulations, transgender anti-discrimination rights, posting nutritional information in restaurants, and sanctuary city policies. As a recent study astutely observes, “it is unclear how a

As disempowered as American cities may be, Canadian cities easily win the title of most constitutionally weak cities in North America. As a primer on Canadian politics describes it, “Canadian cities have been, without a doubt, the outcasts of Canadian federalism.”\textsuperscript{105} Lacking any direct constitutional powers, cities and municipalities in Canada exist only as bodies of delegated provincial authority, entirely dependent on provincial legislation for their power and sources of revenue. The \textit{British North America Act, 1867} (renamed \textit{Constitution Act, 1867}) established the relevant constitutional (and by extension, political) landscape for current federal and provincial relationships with municipalities. In that mid-nineteenth-century document, cities are virtually non-existent, with no residual authority of their own. Section 91 of the \textit{Constitution Act, 1867} lists the main legislative areas reserved to the federal government, while section 92 addresses the legislative areas reserved for the provincial governments. There are two key provisions in section 92: section 92(8), which gives the provinces exclusive control over municipalities, and section 92(16), which gives the provinces authority over all matters of a local or private nature. In addition, provinces have jurisdiction over “hospitals, asylums, charities, and eleemosynary institutions” (§ 92(7)) as well as “shop, saloon, tavern and actioneer licenses” (§ 92(9)). In short, the constitutional powers assigned today to major cities such as Montreal, Toronto, and Vancouver are delineated by a 150-year-old document, and are controlled exclusively by provincial authority, alongside “charities,” “shops,” and “saloons and taverns.” Consider the statist subjugation of Toronto, Canada’s largest metro area and home to approximately 20 percent of Canada’s population and over 50 percent of Ontario’s population. It is the fourth largest urban center in North America (after Mexico City, Los Angeles, and New York) and is consistently ranked among the world’s top financial centers. Metropolitan Toronto’s population has passed 7 million with a growth rate of approximately 18 percent over the last decade—nearly double that of Canada or Ontario. The City of Toronto itself, home to 3 million people, has far more people than five of Canada’s provinces. And yet, the city is without the constitutional or self-government prerogatives awarded to the provinces. It is estimated that every second immigrant to Canada settles in the Greater Toronto Area; consequently, nearly half of the city’s population is foreign-born. On a practical level, given its size and unique demographic composition, the city carries much of the day-to-day brunt of sustaining viable multiculturalism in the public sphere, as well as addressing the consequences of growing economic inequality and social strife. Nonetheless, the city is systemically dependent on national or sub-national planning, funding, and political economy considerations as its independent taxation and legislative authority is very limited.

To add to the constitutional datedness and systemic city underrepresentation, the federal and provincial governments lack strong incentive to reshuffle the pertinent

\textsuperscript{104} Schragger, \textit{supra} note 103, at 1163.

\textsuperscript{105} Luc Turgeon, \textit{Cities Within the Canadian Intergovernmental System}, in \textit{Contemporary Canadian Federalism} 358, 367 (Alain Gagnon ed., 2009).
constitutional cards. Not only would such a reshuffle result in a major loss of their respective revenue and planning control, but—perhaps most importantly—it would not result in any immediate political gain for either of the major parties. Federal and provincial objection to city empowerment abound. In fact, few countries in the world have witnessed such resistance by senior levels of government to loosen restraint and regulation on cities as has been the case in Canada.\textsuperscript{106}

In Europe, too, cities lack autonomous constitutional standing. As is well known, contemporary pan-European constitutional discourse is preoccupied with subsidiarity talk and attempts to appease democracy deficit tensions through jurisprudential and legislative deference to national world views, cultural inclinations, and policy preferences. Yet, while European countries are increasingly vocal in demanding enhanced nullification and opting-out options vis-à-vis pan-European policies to which they object, they are avidly reluctant to even consider, let alone grant, anything close to such options for major urban centers within their territorial boundaries. Despite major overhauls in urban governance (e.g. the establishment of the Greater London Authority or the Greater Paris plan), virtually none of Europe’s major cities, whether in unitary or federal states, enjoys extended constitutional status that emancipates it from the ultimate grip of central or regional governments.

Consider Germany, the most populated country in the EU. Unlike most countries of its population size (85 million) or economic significance, Germany does not feature a real megacity. Due to a confluence of historical contingencies, from the multiple political entities of the pre-Bismarck era to the destruction of World War II and the split of the country, and of Berlin from 1945 to 1990, it has evolved as a relatively decentralized country. Several German cities, notably Berlin (one of Europe’s cultural capitals), Frankfurt (one of Europe’s and the world’s financial centers), and Dusseldorf (at the heart of the Rhine-Ruhr region, one of Europe’s heavy industry centers), have evolved into major cities on a continental scale. Indeed, Berlin (by virtue of being capital of Germany), Hamburg, and Bremen (both were independent city states members of the historic Hanseatic League at the time of German unification in 1871)\textsuperscript{107} enjoy constitutional status as city states equal to that of a canton/province/state.\textsuperscript{108} Yet, this designation is predominantly of administrative significance, and does not reflect any enhanced revenue-generation modes or novel constitutional thinking about the role of the megacity or the urban agenda more generally.

The weak constitutional status of German cities has come to the fore amid the arrival of a very large number of refugees to Germany in 2015 and 2016. A federal quota system distributed the incoming refugees across the country according to tax


\textsuperscript{107} The inclusion of Bremerhaven—essentially an enclave in the state of Lower Saxony—in the German Basic Law’s designation of Bremen as city state was done upon request of the US navy to allow it access to a main seaport after World War II.

\textsuperscript{108} The main privilege the three German city states have enjoyed vis-à-vis other cities is their systemically better positioning with respect to equalization transfers between the Federal Government and the Länder (Länderfinanzausgleich).
revenues and population size. Consequently, Germany’s large cities received the bulk of incoming migrants, regardless of their existing challenges with respect to density, affordable housing, oversubscribed transit, healthcare, education facilities, and so on. As recent reports suggest, that framework imposed uneven burdens on city states and large cities.\textsuperscript{109} While large German cities, notably Berlin and Hamburg, have shown considerable ability to innovate in order to effectively absorb a large number of newcomers, there remains a huge institutional and constitutional gap between what German cities are expected to do with respect to refugee housing or integration and their lack of meaningful constitutional standing or even a seat at the policymaking table.\textsuperscript{110}

Likewise, there are no provisions in the specific German state constitutions that grant any special treatment to large cities.\textsuperscript{111} Munich is only named once in the Bavarian state constitution\textsuperscript{112}; neither Cologne nor Dusseldorf is even mentioned in the state constitution of North Rhine-Westphalia; and the Hessian state constitution is silent with respect to Frankfurt, a city that was described in Saskia Sassen’s seminal work as a “global city” alongside New York, London, and Tokyo.\textsuperscript{113} Within the Rhine-Ruhr metropolitan region, Germany’s largest urban agglomeration, there are 11 million people living in an area considerably smaller than the size of Cyprus, yet with a population ten times larger than that of Cyprus. The region is included in its entirety within the state of North Rhine-Westphalia and maintains certain administrative coordination bodies; however, it lacks any autonomous constitutional standing or personality.

Arguably, the boldest attempt in Europe at the devolution of power to megacities was the creation of the Greater London Authority (GLA) in 2000. In the 1990s, the central government renewed interest in developing the city. Mega-projects such as the Channel Tunnel Rail Link, the Jubilee Line expansion, the London Eye, and the Millennium Dome and Bridge were centrally funded. The entire GLA initiative was part of the Labour government’s plan to modernize local government and make it more accessible and responsive to people’s concerns. In addition, the government attempted to foster policy cohesion across the London metro area—something that urban planners thought was missing since the disbanding of the Greater London Council in 1986.\textsuperscript{114} Still, constitutional empowerment of London has never been part of the plan. Calls for greater city autonomy, especially following the Brexit referendum, have been quickly


\textsuperscript{110} See Bruce Katz & Jessica Brandt, The Refugee Crisis Is a City Crisis: World Leaders Are Negotiating a Global Compact on Refugees. Urban Leaders Need a Seat at That Table, CITY LAB, Oct. 27, 2017.

\textsuperscript{111} The Basic Law formally recognizes municipal autonomy (art. 28 GG), although due to a great deal of mandatory tasks and limited resources, this autonomy is undermined in practice.

\textsuperscript{112} Verfassung Bayern art. 68 states that the Bavarian Constitutional Court shall be formed at the Higher Regional Court in Munich.


silenced by the central government. Moreover, observers agree that the GLA Act left many opportunities for the central government to intervene and assert its authority over core urban planning and city governance matters.\textsuperscript{115}

The statist hand that restrains the megacity may also empower it at will. Much has been written on leading Asian countries’ political and constitutional support of megacities, reflecting astute, long-term central government planning aimed at fostering megacity power as the engine of regional or national economic growth. The Japanese state’s support of Tokyo or South Korea’s backing of Seoul are prime examples of megacity central state empowerment. Shanghai’s rapid metamorphosis from a gray factory city into its current status as a regional and global megacity has also been analyzed extensively.\textsuperscript{116} Observers agree that transforming Shanghai into a world-class city was not possible without it becoming a Chinese “state project” since the 1990s. China’s long-term, state-enabling approach toward megacity governance has been implemented through the mechanism of centrally administrated municipalities (CAM): Shanghai, Beijing, Tianjin, and Chongqing. Article 30 of China’s 1982 constitution establishes the notion of CAMs (“[t]he country is divided into provinces, autonomous regions and municipalities directly under the Central Government”); assigns to CAMs a constitutional status equivalent to that of provinces; and stipulates that these province-level megacities are held directly accountable for and controlled by the central government.

Consequently, China’s unique spatial governance structure comprises four CAMs, twenty-two provinces (official Chinese reports include Taiwan in that category for a total of twenty-three), and five autonomous regions, all in what is formally a unitary state, but practically has evolved as an intricate quasi-federal system. Article 89(4) of the Constitution further warrants that one of the tasks of the People’s Republic of China State Council is “to exercise unified leadership over the work of local organs of State administration at various levels throughout the country, and to formulate the detailed division of functions and powers between the Central Government and the organs of State administration of provinces, autonomous regions and municipalities directly under the Central Government.” In addition, from the mid-1980s onward, fifteen large cities were assigned a “sub-provincial cities” status. These include rapidly growing megacities such as Guangzhou, the capital of Guangdong Province (metro population 25 million), Shenzhen (metro population 23 million; also within the Guangdong Province), Hong Kong, and Chengdu, capital of Sichuan Province (metro population 18 million).

In a complementary move, China’s \textit{hokou} (household registration) system—introduced in the 1950s to monitor the population, control internal migration, and prevent the emergence of slums in urban centers—was reformed several times. Most notably, a major overhaul in 2014 allowed over 100 million internal migrant workers to register in the cities where they live, thereby enabling them and

\textsuperscript{115} See, \textit{e.g.}, Greg Clark & Tim Moonen, \textit{World Cities and Nation States} 41 (2017).

\textsuperscript{116} See, \textit{e.g.}, \textit{Shanghai Rising: State Power and Local Transformation in a Global Megacity} (Xiangming Chen ed., 2009).
their families to access essential social services, including education and healthcare benefits. For the most part, the hokou system remains tiered depending on the size of the migrant workers’ destination city: the larger the destination city is, the stricter the criteria for residence registration and entitlement to social services. However, experts agree that while further reforms to the hokou system are required, the gradual ease of legal restrictions on internal migration since the 1980s has contributed to the success of China’s centrally planned approach to urbanization.

The list of examples of state subjugation of the city, or self-interested central government empowerment of urban centers, is extensive. We could have gone on to discuss state-initiated capital city relocation (e.g. Rio de Janeiro to Brasilia, Lagos to Abuja, or the Egyptian government’s plan to relocate the country’s capital away from Cairo); the statist outlook behind the Greater Paris (Le Grand Paris) plan; how political survival interests of central governments have led to the constitutional empowerment of Buenos Aires and Mexico City, or the bifurcation of Dhaka, the densest city in the world. Ostensible attempts (e.g. through the 74th Amendment to India’s constitution) to empower Indian cities, among them some of the world’s most massive megacities, have done little more than allow state governors to call the shots on city power. What is more, according to articles 81 and 82 of the Indian Constitution (as amended by the 87th Amendment, 2003), apportionment of Lok Sabha seats within and among states is based on the 2001 census and is frozen until 2026, the year demographic projections suggest the country’s population will have reached a stabilized number. Consequently, the massive urbanization trend in India over the last two decades is not reflected in either intra- or interstate seat allocation. In short, all things considered, cities—whether as economically powerful as Chicago or Frankfurt or as impoverished and dilapidated as Dhaka or Kinshasa—remain tightly under the state’s constitutional grip.

Whereas the shifting border demonstrates that states, acting alone or in concert, may creatively “unshackle” themselves from the constraints of fixed territoriality—dramatically rewriting traditional conceptions of sovereignty as they variably redefine the spatial scope and reach of migration control functions, when it comes to cities, no such ingenuity is manifested. States are acting instead as strict, rigid constitutional landlords in a universe of spatial statism; cities are unduly constrained as they are “place-locked” and therefore cannot “vote with their feet,” and, under prevalent


national constitutional models, have only limited leeway to redraw and renegotiate their powers and competences vis-à-vis the federal or unitary states in which they are spatially located.

Cities, unlike capital, are fixed in place. The anchoring spatial factor plays a key role in delineating, indeed frequently constraining, cities’ bargaining power. Shrewd litigants who are not anchored to a single location may engage in “forum shopping”—essentially choosing a jurisdiction or a legal forum that is likely to benefit them the most. Legitimate companies and tax evaders alike commonly register their businesses in overseas jurisdictions that offer favorable taxation and banking rules. Mass production of goods tends to gravitate to jurisdictions with lower wages, reduced safety standards, or poorly protected worker rights. Potential “capital flight”—essentially, if you do not accept our demands, we will transfer our operations elsewhere where costs are lower—is a lethal strategy commonly deployed by corporations in their constant attempts to extract better conditions from governments (e.g. tax cuts, investment in infrastructure, or favorable trade platforms). Cities, by contrast, are not going anywhere: they are tied to a specific spatial location. Naturally, none of these strategic maneuvering options are available to them.

As cities lack any exit option, and can only exercise limited “voice” channels (to borrow Albert Hirschman’s famous terminology), cities that seek to have their agendas pursued in ways other than the usual “privatize public assets, attract private sector investment, and develop public-private partnerships” pro-business mantra must align themselves with broader political interests at the national or subnational levels, or create transnational alliances to implement at the city level global standards (e.g. gender and sexual equality, environmental protection) that their own nations may resist enforcing, as well as think creatively about how to use regulatory niches in policy areas that permit limited city autonomy.

The stark gap between city centrality and the virtual constitutional silence on urban power pushes ambitious cities and city leaders to advance notions such as international city networks, human rights cities, and environmentally friendly cities or to adopt right to the city charters. For the most part, such initiatives have a socially progressive undercurrent to them, addressing policy areas such as air quality and energy-efficient construction, “smart cities” (cities that implement new technologies), affordable housing, enhanced community representation, or accommodating policies toward refugees and asylum seekers. However, with few exceptions, such initiatives live beside the formal constitutional or international law frameworks that govern national jurisdictions, but are not included in them. Such initiatives, meaningful as they may be at the practical or symbolic level, remain rather toothless inasmuch as constitutional institutions, litigation, or jurisprudence is involved.

The near-absolute constitutional silence on cities amid unprecedented levels of urbanization worldwide points to a methodological nationalism embedded in modern constitutionalism. National constitutions have an inherently centralizing, statist

---

120 See, e.g., Global Urban Justice: The Rise of Human Rights Cities (Barbara Oomen, Martha F. Davis, & Michele Grigolo eds., 2016).
outlook to them. They reflect a “seeing like a state” vision of the territory they govern and, more often than not, a dated conceptualization of that territory’s geographical organization and demographic composition. Just as modern states—conquerors of the city—would not entertain the possibility of seriously re-emancipating cities unless they are set to benefit from it, so do their constitutional orders with their subordination of the local and general disregard for urban autonomy.

Even as influential cities emerge, the state and the accompanying statist constitutional vision are reluctant to give away governance power. City leaders must align their interests with broader state interests and/or with big business and private-sector resources. As cities cannot forum-shop and cannot “relocate” to other states or countries, they must turn to other ways to try to improve their lot—for example, by competing for mobile resources, such as talent, wealth, or the headquarters of major industries or corporations. In the recent Amazon search for a location for its second headquarters, a bidding war emerged among 238 cities in the United States, Mexico, and Canada, a tally later reduced to twenty finalists, each of which offered significant tax incentives and other benefits to lure the company. While politicians understandably saw this as a valuable opportunity for their cities to create or strengthen their branding as high-tech hubs, critics have sounded a more cautious note, raising concerns about the use of public money in serving the interests of one of the world’s richest and most valuable corporations.

In New York City, which landed one of the promised new headquarters (a decision later rescinded by Amazon), the approval process was finalized only after the city gave up its local veto on the planning process, agreeing that control over the process will be held by the state.121

Whereas transnational organs or economic corporations hold considerable leeway vis-à-vis the statist constitutional order, cities do not. Lacking any meaningful “exit” or “forum-shopping” capacity, aspiring cities are caught in a bind: as major service providers, they are hampered by the inability to directly levy taxes. This dearth increases the incentive to lure private sector actors as cities try to fulfill their complex mandates and ambitions. Increasingly, innovative city leaders have also turned to international city networking, mainly in areas such as environmental protection, sustainability, and human rights, drawing on attractive yet still highly abstract notions such as the “right to the city.” The net potential of such collaborations to bring about real constitutional (i.e. not merely symbolic, reputational, or educative) change in megacity status is, alas, limited. Granted, such transnational city networks may affect local regulations, and may also be seen as an initial step toward the realization of a parliament-of-cities notion, often associated with Barber’s *If Mayors Ruled the World*.

However, these networks lack the most basic prerogative of parliaments, namely, the ability to make the law of the land. Ultimately, states, as purveyors of national

---

121 In response to mounting public criticism of the financial promises made to Amazon, estimated at $3 billion in tax breaks, subsidies, and infrastructure incentives. Amazon announced in early 2019 that it would cancel the planned Long Island City location. New York State Governor Andrew Cuomo as well as series of other officials published an open letter in the *New York Times* addressed to Amazon and Jeff Bezos, announcing their continued commitment to hosting one of the two new headquarters and pleading for the company to reinstate the plan.
collective identity and belonging narratives, as well as the territorial sovereigns of the
ground upon which these cities arise, continue to reign supreme.

3. States and spatial governance: On natural resources, religious places, and “us first” challenges to constitutional democracy

We now turn to explore briefly three additional illustrations of spatial statism in action, in defiance of common “globalist” talk: control over natural resources under the doctrine of permanent sovereignty; managing difference and diversity; and the surge of patria-centered populist movements hostile to multilateralism and global constitutionalism. Taken together, these examples further exemplify the dual motion of spatial statism: adamant state dominance in policy areas involving core spatial sovereignty alongside adaptive ingenuity aimed at maintaining that dominance in an ever-changing global legal environment.

3.1. “Permanent sovereignty”

State control over natural wealth and resources is often taken to be one of the core elements of a state’s territorial rights, alongside the right to control borders, the right to determine membership, and the right to exercise jurisdiction over its territory and the people residing in it.\textsuperscript{122} In public law, it has been formalized through the legal doctrine known as “permanent sovereignty.” The doctrine grants nation states both jurisdiction-type rights and rights of ownership over the resources to be found in their territories. It was first formulated in the 1950s as part of the struggle for decolonization. For centuries, colonizing powers robbed their colonies of natural resources. With the extensive post-World War II decolonization process in Africa, Asia, and the Middle East, the new doctrine was meant to serve as a legal shield against infringement of new states’ economic sovereignty by their former colonial rulers.\textsuperscript{123} In 1962, the UN General Assembly adopted a Declaration on Permanent Sovereignty over Natural Resources, thereby solidifying “permanent sovereignty” in the international legal lexicon.\textsuperscript{124} Other international covenants echo a similar orientation. The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), for instance, states that “[a]ll peoples may, for their own ends, freely dispose of their natural wealth and resources.”\textsuperscript{125}


\textsuperscript{123} Nicolaas Schrijver, \textit{Self-Determination of Peoples and Sovereignty over Natural Wealth and Resources, in Realizing the Right to Development} 95 (2013).


\textsuperscript{125} International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, art. 1 (Dec. 16, 1966), 999 U.N.T.S. 171. \textit{See also} art. 47: “Nothing in the present Covenant shall be interpreted as impairing the inherent right of all peoples to enjoy and utilize fully and freely their natural wealth and resources.” \textit{See also} Elena Blanco & Jona Razzaque, \textit{Globalisation and Natural Resources Law} 135 (2011).
Perceived in that way, permanent sovereignty has a major effect in constituting the status quo of the Westphalian world order, forming the default position that states possess territorial rights, even though their borders may have originally been drawn by imperial or colonial powers.

The distributive effects of the permanent sovereignty doctrine are dramatic. Approximately two-thirds of the world’s oil reserves are located in seven Middle Eastern countries (Saudi Arabia, Iraq, Iran, UAE, Kuwait, Libya, and Qatar). Approximately one-fifth of the world’s fresh water is in Russia. Brazil (12 percent) and Canada (9 percent) also enjoy major freshwater reservoirs. Whereas in Canada there are more than 80,000 cubic meters of fresh water per person, there are merely 100 cubic meters of fresh water in the Sudan. Brazil is home to 70 percent of the Amazon basin, the world’s largest tropical forest and biodiverse wilderness. How the country decides to handle that invaluable natural resource is primarily within its own discretion—now in the hands of President Jair Bolsonaro and his government.126

While permanent sovereignty has received scant jurisprudential attention in recent years, the question of what justifies the assumption that states ought to hold such expansive and exclusive rights over domestic natural wealth and resources, is a topic that has only recently captivated the attention of philosophers and political theorists. As Margaret Moore observes, the common view of this entitlement is statist. On this account, the modern state can function properly only if it has control over territory, and this is what justifies the three dimensions of “territorial right”: (i) rights to jurisdictional authority, (ii) a right to control, extract, and tax resources within the territory, and (iii) a right to control entry and exit of goods and people.127 Many international relations’ theories simply assume this as definitional of state sovereignty over a geographical domain. On the other hand, and partially in response to this statist view, the cosmopolitan position suggests that state control over natural resources is a form of “undeserved advantage to the state and its citizen.”128 Cosmopolitan theories of global justice point out that having resources is a matter of brute luck and that the crucial yet arbitrary distributive consequences of this unfairness should be addressed. A significant strand in the global justice literature appeals to this fairness intuition and extends luck egalitarianism—which suggests that natural resources are properly “owned” or controlled by everyone—from the domestic sphere (where it requires that people are compensated for undeserved brute luck), to the global sphere (where the

126 Some restrictions apply. For example, while international law recognizes a “state’s ‘sovereign right to exploit [its] own [natural] resources pursuant to [its] own environmental and developmental policies,'” it limits state sovereignty over the way natural resources are managed. Hence states do not have an absolute and unfettered right to explore and exploit their natural resources, in that they have an obligation to respect the rights of other states and not cause cross-boundary harm.” These restrictions themselves still privilege states as the main units of analysis. For a critical account, see Ricardo Pereira & Orla Gough, Permanent Sovereignty over Natural Resources in the 21st Century: Natural Resource Governance and the Right to Self-Determination of Indigenous Peoples Under International Law, 14 MELBOURNE J. INT’L L. 451, 457–458 (2013) (internal citations omitted).

127 Margaret Moore, Natural Resources, Territorial Right, and Global Distributive Justice, 40 POL. THEORY 84, 85 (2012).

128 Id.
initial allocation of access to membership in a well-off or a poor and unstable country relies on the birthright lottery—where or to whom we are born—circumstances that none of us choose or control).  

Distributive justice involves redistribution with a view to mitigating the effects of these undeserved advantages. Charles Beitz writes that “the fact that someone happens to be located advantageously with respect to natural resources does not provide a reason why he or she should be entitled to exclude others from the benefits that might be derived from them.” Because the distribution of the world’s resources across countries is mere happenstance, several authors have argued that a global resource tax is required to ensure that all countries can achieve effective institutions and fulfill the rights of their members. Thomas Pogge, for example, highlights the arbitrary distribution of natural resources in making the claim in favor of establishing a “global resource dividend.” For Pogge, resource extraction by the advantaged is unjust if it occurs in the face of severe poverty elsewhere, since the world’s resources are co-owned by all. Mathias Risse revives and updates the old Grotian idea that humanity collectively owns the earth—a view that was prominent among seventeenth-century political philosophers, and at the time, was infused with religious imagery. As Grotius put it, “Almighty God at the creation, and again after the Deluge, gave to Mankind in general a Dominion over Things in this inferior World.” Relieving the account from its theological references, Risse argues that if the earth was originally given to mankind collectively, then certain obligations remain binding on states (as they are conceived to emerge from natural, not positive, law) in cases of emergencies, for instance, where individuals cannot satisfy their basic needs or safety without access to certain spaces and resources. Such an argument, if accepted, would have important implications, not only for the redistribution of resources, but also in the realm of immigration.

Other prominent political theorists (e.g. David Miller) have criticized both the statist argument and the cosmopolitan stance. Chris Armstrong goes as far as suggesting that despite the considerable significance of the permanent sovereignty doctrine in world politics, it has not been thoroughly and explicitly justified within international law. Others raise a pragmatic concern: in reality, state leaders, in particular in the

130 See Moore, supra note 127, at 90; Charles Beitz, Political Theory and International Relations (1979).
132 Hugo Grotius, The Rights of War and Peace II.2.II.1 (1625).
133 Mathias Risse, On Global Justice (2012). Risse’s interpretation of collective ownership is that everyone has an equal opportunity to use the planet, including its natural resources, to meet their basic needs. In international law, Eyal Benvenisti has staked an ambitious claim to expanding the scope of sovereignty to include obligations by states to promote global goods and reduce global bads. See, e.g., Eyal Benvenisti, Sovereigns as Trustees of Humanity: On the Accountability of States to Foreign Stakeholders, 107 Am. J. Int'l L. 295 (2013).
135 Chris Armstrong. Against “Permanent Sovereignty” over Natural Resources 14 Pol., Phil. & Econ. 129, 130 (2014).
developing world, have appropriated natural resources and claimed them not as their countries’ but as their own.\textsuperscript{136}

Large-scale land acquisitions (sometimes referred to as land grabs), whereby foreign governments and multinational corporations buy up vast tracts of land in other countries, further exacerbate such concerns. For example, data collected by the Land Matrix, an independent land-monitoring initiative, show that close to “nine percent of Africa’s total area of arable land has changed hands since 2000.”\textsuperscript{137} Other estimates suggest that, on average, 10 million hectares of land are being purchased annually, an estimate which is considered conservative given that many such transactions are carried with deliberate secrecy.\textsuperscript{138} These land grabs are concentrated in countries with weak governance, which, despite having control over natural resources including agricultural land, have been unable to provide basic food security to their populations, especially vulnerable segments thereof such as children, who succumb to hunger and malnutrition in alarming numbers.\textsuperscript{139} As a recent study concludes, these transactions have seen the governments in the Global South “solicit” multinational agribusiness, primarily from the Global North, leading to the “transferring [of] agricultural capacity from desperately poor countries to wealthier ones.”\textsuperscript{140}

From yet another angle, scholars have made the argument that “permanent sovereignty over natural resources to indigenous peoples serves as a necessary platform for indigenous peoples’ control over the means and goals of their own progress.”\textsuperscript{141} The logic behind this line of reasoning is that indigenous peoples will benefit from greater distributional gains if they are better able to control the direction of their own development within the state apparatus. Along the same line, the UN Special Rapporteur on Indigenous Issues stated in 2004: “the principle of permanent sovereignty over natural resources is necessary to level the economic and political playing field and to provide protection against unfair and oppressive economic arrangements. The natural resources originally belonged to the indigenous peoples concerned and were not . . . freely and fairly given up.”\textsuperscript{142} Counter-arguments posit that “in light of the fact that state control—and permanent sovereignty more broadly—is a licence to disregard (indigenous) claims . . . taking the value of self-determination seriously speaks in favour of constraints on state authority, rather than a world in which states monopolize jurisdictional or meta-jurisdictional authority.”\textsuperscript{143}

\textsuperscript{136} Id.
\textsuperscript{137} The Land Matrix Global Observatory, available at https://landmatrix.org/global/.
\textsuperscript{140} See Schiffman, supra note 138.
\textsuperscript{142} Id. at 808.
\textsuperscript{143} Chris Armstrong, Justice and Natural Resources: An Egalitarian Approach 145 (2017). For a similar conclusion, reached from a different angle, see Ingrid Barnsley & Roland Bleiker, Self-Determination: From Decolonization to Deterritorialization, 20 GLOBAL CHANGE, PEACE & SEC. 121 (2008).
In short, various arguments have been put forward for and against the doctrine of permanent sovereignty. Taken as a whole, they question the justifications behind the ironclad legal norm of assigning to states the exclusive control over the natural wealth and resources found within their territory. However, highbrow debate aside, the fact remains: in a world of ever-increasing inequality, a statist outlook continues to dominate one of the most consequential global distributive justice matrixes currently on offer.

3.2. Statist control of religion in the public sphere

Religion is transcendental, but for human worshippers, place and location matter tremendously when it comes to holy sites, prayer houses, devotional practice, and ritual. For the Christian pilgrim, participating in a procession in the Via Dolorosa in Jerusalem’s old city—from the Antonia Fortress to the Church of Holy Sepulchre—following the path believed to have been walked by Jesus, carrying his cross on the way to his crucifix, is an unparalleled spiritual experience. Even if a city planner were to replicate precisely the same route, with the same stations of the cross, relocating a duplicate Via Dolorosa to another city or another country, the effect would never be the same. It is the experience of walking in Christ’s “real” footsteps that makes all the difference. It is the experience of praying in the places where the popular tradition recounts Jesus’s encounters with others, including the place where pilgrims believe that Veronica, a Jerusalemite woman, offered Jesus a veil to wipe his forehead. When the cloth was returned to her, the image of Jesus’s face miraculously appeared on it.\textsuperscript{144}

The sense of history that lingers in the air, combined with this genuine experience of place, allows the believer to revisit and recount Jesus’s way of suffering.

Significant religious sites and holy places are by no means unique to Christianity. In Judaism, the \textit{kodesh ha-kodashim} (“holiest of the holy”) refers to a sacred place in the inner sanctuary within the Tabernacle and Temple in Jerusalem, represented today by the Temple Mount, a compound standing on what is believed to have been the site where Solomon’s Temple and the Second Temple once stood. This very same location is also one of Islam’s holiest sites, where the Al-Aqsa mosque now stands on top of \textit{Haram esh-Sharif}, as the Temple Mount is known to Muslims. Mecca, in Saudi Arabia, the location of the Kaaba (or Ka’bah “the cube”), is the most sacred place of worship in Islam and is considered the \textit{Bayt Allah} (“house of God”). When performing the Islamic prayer, Muslims are expected to face the direction of the Kaaba, wherever they might be in the world. For members of the Bahá’í Faith, the direction of obligatory prayer is the Qiblih, fixed at the Shrine of Bahá’ulláh, near Acre, another holy site located in Israel. Varanasi—the city on the banks of the Ganges, with its revered temples, \textit{ghats} and holy shrines—is considered by many to be the holiest of the sacred cities in Hinduism, and is the most sacred and spiritually significant site in which to perform the Hindu puja ceremony. The Golden Temple, located in Amritsar, India, is the holiest Gurdwara (Sikh place of worship) and the most important pilgrimage site

\textsuperscript{144} This legendary encounter is commemorated in station 6 of the Via Dolorosa, where the Greek Roman Catholic Church of the “Holy Face” now stands.
for Sikhism. Qufu in China is known as the hometown of Confucius and remains the traditional center of Confucianism, home of the holy Temple of Confucius and other revered cultural and religious Confucian sites (known collectively as San Kong). The city is also home to a tiny Christian minority (accounting for approximately 2.5 percent of the population). In 2016, the Confucian majority proposed to ban Christian churches in the city, claiming that their presence “taints” Qufu as the holy city of Confucianism.

Historically, conquerors often marked their victory by taking over the holy houses of worship of the vanquished and “converting” them into holy sites of the defeater’s religion. The Hagia Sophia, an architectural marvel in Istanbul, offers a telling tale. The structure was originally inaugurated as a basilica almost a millennia and half ago, in 536 A.D., under the reign of Byzantine Emperor Justinian I. It served as the seat of the Orthodox Patriarch of Constantinople until the sack of Constantinople, the capital of the Byzantine Empire, in 1204 by the Fourth Crusade. Then, under the Latin occupation of the Constantinople (1204–1261), the Hagia Sophia became a Roman Catholic Cathedral. With the city’s recapture by the Byzantines, it reverted back to the Orthodox Church. However, its identity and function as a Christian house of worship came to an abrupt end in 1453 with the fall of Constantinople by attacking Ottoman forces. The Muslim forces that captured Constantinople, led by Sultan Mehmet II, quickly converted the Hagia Sophia into a mosque. And so the sacred church of Byzantine became an imperial mosque under the rulers of the Ottoman Empire. Another twist in this saga came in 1935, when Mustafa Kemal Atatürk, the founding father of Modern Turkey, “secularized” the Hagia Sophia. The use of the complex as a religious place of worship, for either Muslims or Christians, was banned by modern Turkey’s state law.

With the rise of Recep Tayyip Erdoğan’s political influence and the Justice and Development Party that he founded, calls for “re-Islamizing” the Hagia Sophia have grown louder. In 2016, for the first time in eighty-five years, the Turkish government permitted the muezzin’s call for prayer to take place inside the Hagia Sophia, now a UNESCO world cultural heritage site, echoing its former function as a religious pillar. In 2017, the Directorate of Religious Affairs (Diyanet), a governmental body, organized a special religious program, which included the recitation of the Quran during the holy month of Ramadan in the complex. This performative “reclaiming” of the site’s Islamic character was broadcast on national television. In the latest and boldest move toward “re-religionizing” the former mosque, in 2018, Turkey’s present-day president, Erdoğan, recited in the Hagia Sophia the first verses of the Quran (the Sūrat al-Fātiḥah or the “opener”), which has a special role in Islamic prayer, in explicit defiance of the secularist statehood creed that was the political legacy of Atatürk and Kemalism.

Turkey’s populist authoritarianism brand of re-Islamization has received significant attention and critical rebuke from students of comparative constitutionalism. Yet it is merely one example of a much broader phenomenon. Processes of religionization of the public sphere, often accompanied by constitutional amendments to reflect these tides of change, have also manifested in recent years in countries as diverse as Israel, India, Malaysia, and Sri Lanka. In Poland, the Preamble to the Constitution includes
a reference to Poland’s “culture rooted in the Christian heritage.”145 Some leaders, such as Hungary’s Viktor Orbán, boast of their country’s (majority) religious identity as a “Christian democracy, rooted in European traditions” to assert a neo-secessionist stance against the “liberal” EU. This rhetoric is part of an orchestrated campaign to deploy a notion of constitutional identity to strengthen a nationalist populist position, to promote a “clash of civilizations” narrative, to describe migrants as jeopardizing the nation’s cultural integrity, and to justify, inter alia, the government’s refusal to participate in the EU’s refugee relocation program.146 While denying access to refugees and imposing strict naturalization requirements on non-citizen residents, Hungary has amended its Nationality Act to allow simplified, facilitated extraterritorial naturalization to a non-resident of Hungarian descent whose ancestors resided in territories that were once part of Greater Hungary, again demonstrating how spatial statism may prove ambitious and adaptable in its reach, in this example “spilling” beyond the modern-day territory of a country to advance a revisionist agenda of defining the nation and its once-greater, historical spatial reach.147 Across Europe, the labeling of Syrian and other asylum seekers as “Muslim invaders” threatening to “flood” Europe has fueled anti-immigrant, anti-Muslim sentiments that have swayed the far right at the ballot boxes. In these examples, an inflated contrast with the feared “other” helps construct a unified “us” as the “true” people and defenders of its land, thereby eroding some of the core tenets of liberal democracy along the way.148

Other countries have addressed the majority-under-threat narrative in a different fashion, using public law instruments to restrict or altogether ban “offensive” visible manifestations of minority religious identity, attire, and spatial presence in the public sphere. Perhaps the most familiar example of this pattern at work is the legislation introduced by France in 2010 that prohibited the “concealment of the face in the public space.”149 The face-covering ban does not apply in places of worship open to the public, as required by the French Constitutional Council.150 Failure to comply with the prohibition is punishable by a fine (maximum €150) and/or by a citizenship course. The French law came into effect in 2011 and applies throughout the Republic. Belgium, too, passed the Loi visant à interdire le port de tout vêtement cachant totalement ou de manière principale le visage (“Act to prohibit the wearing of any clothing that
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totally or predominately conceals the face”). This law prohibits the concealment of the face, in whole or in part, in such a way that renders the individual unidentifiable. It applies throughout the country and in all public places, with exceptions for those who conceal their face according to occupational rules and police orders or for festive occasions.

In 2017, the German Bundesrat introduced, among other traffic laws, a ban on full or partial face coverings while driving. Failure to comply with the law is punishable by a monetary fine. In the same year, the “Anti-Face Covering Act” came into effect across Austria. As in other European countries, failure to comply with the law is punishable by a fine, but in Austria, the police also have authority to demand that the face-covering garment be removed on the spot. After contemplating such a ban in 2016, the Netherlands’ ban came into effect in 2018, the same year Denmark and Norway adopted their own variants of the face-covering ban. This timeline reveals a pattern of restrictive policy emulation and cross-national “borrowing” whereby, for example, “developments in France concerning both the headscarf and face-veiling influenced what was happening in Belgium . . . and what happened in Belgium influenced . . . the Netherlands.” The list goes on.

We have already witnessed a similar pattern of restrictive policy inter-jurisdictional emulation (with local variation) in our discussion of the shifting border. Here, statist rationales for face-covering bans were upheld by the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) in its much-anticipated S.A.S. v. France (2014) ruling, and later reaffirmed in Belcacemi and Oussar v. Belgium and Dakir v. Belgium (2017). The Court relied on the governmental rationale and justification of public order and neutrality of the public sphere in which people from different walks of life and religions meet and interact, presumably under the principle of vivre ensemble (living together).

Interestingly, the United Nations Human Rights Committee (UNHRC) recently found that the 2010 French face-covering ban, which inspired other countries to follow suit, disproportionately harmed the right of women to manifest their religious beliefs, adding that “rather than protecting fully veiled women, [the ban] could have the opposite effect of confining them to their homes, impeding their access to public services.
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and marginalizing them.”155 The Committee’s findings followed complaints by two French women convicted in 2012 under the law. The reasoning emphasizes that “[in] particular, the committee was not persuaded by France’s claim that a ban on face covering was necessary and proportionate from a security standpoint or for attaining the goal of ‘living together’ in society.”156 The UNHRC rulings are not binding, and France has yet to respond to the Committee’s call to review its face-covering-ban legislation.

The regulation of religious attire, especially the visible manifestation of difference in the public sphere by members of minority religious communities, is just one way for governments to try to control the “landscape” of their respective countries. Holy structures, with their visible manifestation of power and faith, are another topic of contestation as the centuries-old saga of the Hagia Sophia clearly attests. But these debates are not confined to the past. In a referendum held in 2009, a majority of Swiss voters approved a constitutional amendment prohibiting the construction of new minarets in Switzerland. The amendment sought to keep the spatial visibility and public presence of (minority) religion under check. The amendment was challenged before the ECtHR by applicants in the *Quardiri v. Switzerland* and the *Ligue des musulmans de Suisse and others v. Switzerland* litigation. Both cases were declared inadmissible on procedural grounds. In Israel, such spatial dimensions of conflicts over collective identity have come to the fore in recent years. Contrasting the Turkish government’s attempt to desecularize the country, inter alia, by amplifying the muezzin’s calls for prayer throughout the country, there are debates in Israel about how to balance the country’s constitutional commitment to both Judaism and democracy. A growing campaign by a nationalist-oriented government to curtail the formally equal rights of the country’s Arab citizens has led to a proposed “muezzin bill” that would muffle calls for prayers in Muslim neighborhoods in cities with a mixed Jewish-Arab population. Another paradigmatic example of spatial disputes arising around the governance of holy sites by state authorities is found in Israel’s “Women of the Wall” (*Ne’shot Ha’Kotel*) ongoing legal battle.157 For the last fifteen years, an organization representing Reform, Conservative, and other non-Orthodox Jewish organizations has fought to secure the rights of women to pray at the Western Wall (also known as the Wailing Wall and the “Kotel”). The Kotel is a surviving support wall to the Temple Mount complex and is thus considered by many devout religious believers to be a remnant of the destroyed Second Temple. Under Israeli rule, the Kotel and its surrounding area is designated by law as a government-protected holy site and official prayer ground. While a sacred site in Judaism, people of all faiths visit the Western Wall and often place notes in its crevices—an old tradition borne out of the belief that there is a divine presence within the wall. The Women of the Wall have
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led the struggle for women’s rights to worship at the Western Wall in group prayer, with tallitot (prayer shawls) and Torah scrolls, in contravention of the ultra-Orthodox view of women as permitted to only pray in silence in this public, holy space. Over the years, the Women of the Wall introduced collective women-led prayers at the Kotel on Rosh Hodesh and other important religious dates in the Jewish calendar. They faced mounting opposition by the Rabbi of the Kotel, a government employee affiliated with the Chief Rabbinate and the Authority of the Western Wall and Holy Sites.

In a series of rulings, the Supreme Court of Israel, sitting as the High Court of Justice, sided with the Women of the Wall group on various gender equality, religious freedom, freedom of expression, and administrative law grounds. The Court ordered the government to accommodate the Women of the Wall and respect the prayer rights of non-Orthodox Jews. After an arduous process, a compromise was reached in early 2017. However, later that year, the government succumbed to pressure from ultra-Orthodox parties, upon which the governing coalition depends, and suspended the plan. While their rights have again been vindicated, this time by the District Court in Jerusalem, the Administrator of the Western Wall and Holy Place, a government-appointed rabbi, is still preventing the Women of the Wall from accessing Torah scrolls at the Western Wall, leading the group to proclaim, in frustration, that the Western Wall “has become the greatest symbol of the exclusion of women in the public sphere in Israel.”158 And so the Kotel, a significant site imbued with cultural, religious, and national meaning for Jews around the world, remains under the sectarian rule of one faction of Judaism. The state remains complicit in shaping and upholding the status quo.

In India, another, comparable legal battle has unfolded. The Indian Young Lawyers’ Association petitioned the Supreme Court of India to lift a ban that prohibited women from entering the Sabarimala Hindu temple, a holy place of worship located in the state of Kerala, which annually draws a worldwide pilgrimage of millions of devotees. The ban, prohibiting the entry of women of menstruating age (interpreted to include women from the ages of 10 to 50), was authorized in 1991 by the Kerala High Court. In 2006, six female petitioners challenged the ban, arguing that it violated their constitutional rights, in particular article 25 (freedom of religion), and was contrary to provisions of the Hindu Places of Worship (Authorization of Entry) Act, 1965. In 2018, the Supreme Court of India ruled in their favor.159 It held that women of all ages may enter the Hindu temple and its shrine, stating that “[w]e have no hesitation to say that such an exclusionary practice violates the right of women to visit and enter a temple and freely practise Hindu religion and to exhibit her devotion towards Lord Ayyappa [the Temple’s deity, also known as Dharma Sastha]. The denial of this right to women significantly denudes them of their right to worship.”160
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The Court’s decision was met with opposition by conservative Hindu groups, which staged mass protests and hartals, involving strikes and business shutdowns, which brought the state of Kerala to a standstill. Some of these protests were organized by officials from the governing Hindu nationalist Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP). The Indian National Congress, too, has launched a protest demanding a review of the Supreme Court’s ruling. The Temple itself has refused to abide by the ruling. As occurred with the legal struggle for women’s coequal worship at the Kotel in Jerusalem, attempts by women worshipers to enter the Sabarimala shrine clandestinely were met by massive protests and heavy police forces.

Each of these cases illuminates how spatial statism construes the deep-seated comparative constitutional puzzles that emerge at the intersection of law and religion. Spatial statism seeks to define the boundaries of both how religion should be practiced and how it should not be practiced; where it should be performed and where it should not be performed. It also reveals divergent trends. Under the “living together” narrative, face-covering Muslim women residing in France and several other European jurisdictions may be fined or face jail time for expressing their religious identity in public spaces, such as schools, courthouses, and shopping malls, while they are permitted to express their “difference” in the confined spaces of religious houses of worship. However, when it comes to democratic yet deeply divided societies, we find a mirror-image scenario: women are permitted to wear religious attire and visibly manifest their group identity in the public sphere but may be blocked from gaining equal access to the holy sites of their respective traditions, be they mosques, synagogues, churches, or temples. In the early twenty-first century, then, where, how, and by whom religious expression of devotion and diversity can be manifested in the public sphere is still determined to a large extent by state authority, national meta-narratives, and different countries’ historical, colonial, and constitutional legacies.

3.3. Neo-secessionism and the “us first” populist backlash

No longer a “default design choice,” liberal constitutionalism is under siege in many parts of the world.161 Liberal constitutional principles and the legitimacy of judicial review and courts more generally have come under attack by nationalist populist movements claiming to represent the “true” people versus what they depict as rootless, cosmopolitan elites.162 These movements are varied in their local manifestations, but nonetheless share a core hostility to global constitutionalism, universal rights, and international organizations.163 In some cases, a commitment to multilateralism and supranational institutions is perceived as a betrayal of national autonomy, national identity, and justice itself. Contrary to what many globalists and post-nationalists
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may have predicted or wished, separatist and anti-globalization impulses, rather than disappearing into the currents of history, have instead gained renewed momentum worldwide.\textsuperscript{164}

When it comes to \textit{sub-national} separatism, however, countries are adamant in protecting their territorial integrity. In some settings—Canada is a prime example—statist constitutional law alongside centrally guided accommodation is drawn upon to tame separatist impulses.\textsuperscript{165} In Russia (Chechnya), Turkey (Kurdistan), or India (Jammu and Kashmir), statist rejection of sub-national secessionism is blatant and forceful. The Catalonia secessionist bid is perhaps the most obvious example of statist temperance of sub-national separatism in recent years. After government officials in Madrid turned to the Spanish Constitutional Court to successfully prevent a plebiscite on separation in Catalonia from taking place (the Court ruled in 2014 that such a referendum is unconstitutional, as only the federal government may launch a referendum on such matters), in an explicit act of defiance, the government of Catalonia proceeded with a non-binding referendum. A year later, the separatist “Together for Yes” (JxSi) coalition won the Catalan regional elections, garnering approximately 40 percent of the popular vote, and a well-orchestrated secessionist campaign took off. A political showdown ensued between pro-independence forces in Catalonia and the Spanish government, backed by the EU and its anti-secessionist line. The Spanish Constitutional Court reiterated that a Catalan secession referendum—let alone a declaration of independence—would be unconstitutional.\textsuperscript{166} Eventually, the Spanish government invoked article 155 of the Spanish Constitution to impose direct rule in Catalonia. Spatial statism has shown its hard edge.

In recent years, a new trend—\textit{neo-secessionism}—has arisen as an explicitly counter-convergence mode of response to various globalization trends, constitutional and otherwise. The rhetoric invoked by its proponents directly targets elements of new constitutionalism and thrives on disenchanted or supposedly left-behind voters’ intuitive resentment toward externally imposed rigid sets of rules and the consequential limitations they impose on national and local policy choices. The 2016 Brexit referendum—an unprecedented, popular rejection of supranational political and constitutional convergence (recall the “take back control” mantra)—is a prime example. Populist-nationalist opposition groups in other EU member states, from France to the Nordic countries, and from Austria to Greece, have also voiced grave concerns about the presumed threat to national sovereignty posed by the pan-European constitutional project. Across Europe, the financial crisis of 2008, in particular, boosted public support for separatist parties that questioned the logic and future of the “ever closer union” project.\textsuperscript{167} In France, the National Front (FN), led by Marine Le Pen, received 13.2 percent of the popular vote in the 2017 elections for the French National
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Assembly, while Le Pen herself attracted 21.3 percent of the vote in the first round of 2017 presidential elections, and nearly 34 percent in the second round run-off. In Finland, the Finns Party (formerly known as True Finns)—a populist-nationalist party advancing a clear anti-EU, “Finland first” agenda—has emerged as the second largest political party in that country. In neighboring Sweden, a traditional bastion of social democracy, the Sweden Democrats—a far right party evolving in late-1980s from the Bevara Sverige Svenskt (“Keep Sweden Swedish”) movement—has become a significant political force.

In recent electoral campaigns, parties representing local variants of this “us first” right-wing agenda received unprecedented popular support: In Greece, the Golden Dawn party has turned from a fringe, neo-Nazi pariah party that received less than 5000 votes in 1996 into the third largest party in that country, while the Syriza party has advanced from being a small radical left-wing party to the main opposition and, as of 2015, the governing party. While these parties advance very different agendas, they share a core “Greece first” line. In Hungary, Fidesz (Hungarian Civic Union) and its KDNP satellite party received 48.5 percent of the votes in the 2018 general elections (translated into an overwhelming majority of 134 seats in the 199-seat parliament); Poland’s Law and Justice (PiS): 37.6 percent (2015); and the Austrian Freedom Party (FPÖ): 26 percent (2017). Meanwhile, the anti-immigration Danish People’s Party (DFP) received 21.1 percent of the popular vote in the 2015 general elections—a significant increase compared to the 12.3 percent support it received in 2011. The Sweden Democrats party received 17.6 percent of the popular vote in the 2018 election, translated into a record-high of sixty-two seats in the Swedish parliament. Italy’s ultra-nationalist (and formerly northern secessionist) Lega Nord received 17.4 percent of the votes in the 2018 general election (compared to a mere 4.1 percent in 2013). The far-right Party for Freedom (PVV) in the Netherlands garnered 13.1 percent of the popular vote in the 2017 general elections (compared to 10 percent in 2013), translated into 20 seats in the 150-seat parliament. In Germany, the controversial Alternative for Germany (AfD) party attracted an unprecedented 12.6 percent of the popular vote in the federal elections held in October 2017 (translated into ninety-four seats in the Bundestag—the first time the AfD had won any seats in the Bundestag). Using a similar “us first” strategy, the AfD repeated its electoral success in 2018 in two sub-national elections in the key states of Bavaria and Hessen.

While many scholars have emphasized the democratic backsliding associated with the rise of populist, charismatic authoritarian leaders, and offer sophisticated legal and normative critiques of such trends, little attention has been paid to the spatial aspect of these “us vs. them” constructions of national identity. From the Brexit referendum to America’s “red states/blue states” distinction and to voting patterns in the French elections, the geographical concentration of populist, neo-secessionist voices is clear. Some studies identify exposure to immigration and global competition as
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catalyst for such locality- or region-specific preferences. The image of the local and the ordinary hard-working loyal-to-patria people as the authentic bearers of the “self” in self-determination plays a major role in populist repertoires resisting a presumptively unfair and oppressive multilateral global order. As Trump succinctly put it when announcing that the USA would withdraw from the Paris climate accord: “I was elected to represent the citizens of Pittsburgh, not Paris.” And also, on another occasion: “There is no global anthem, no global currency, no certificate of global citizenship. From now on, it’s going to be ‘America First.’” A similar message is echoed in nationalist-populist voices worldwide, from Frauke Petry, former leader of the German extreme right AfD party (“The election of Donald Trump is a victory of ordinary people over the political establishment. It’s a victory over the politically-correct, globalist elites who show little interest in the well-being of the people”), to Matteo Salvini, leader of the Italian right party Lega Nord (North League) (“Matteo Renzi [former prime minister, of the center-left Democratic Party] can give his own kids wine made without grapes, Tunisian oil, Moroccan oranges, Canadian wheat and Polish milk. We prefer products from our own land.”).

In line with such an “us first” outlook is a growing hostility to international norms and organizations. The USA has withdrawn from a number of important international agreements and organizations, including the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP), UNESCO, and the Paris Agreement (the Paris climate accord). It has also forced renegotiation of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), which will be replaced by the new USMCA Agreement. Meanwhile, since the 2015 refugee crisis, a direct confrontation has been brewing between Hungary, Poland, the Czech Republic, and Slovakia—the four members of the Visegrád Group—and the EU regarding centralized migrants’ relocation policies. In line with the increased discretion that governments seek to achieve with shifting-border policies, the USA opted out of the Global Migration Compact, despite its being non-binding. Austria, Australia, Hungary, and the Czech Republic, among other countries, followed suit.

A similar backlash that sees the global as an enemy to the local may also emanate from the other end of the political spectrum, taking the form of active resistance against
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what is seen as an enmity by international tribunals toward countries that purport to resent the so-called Washington Consensus.  

A prime example is Venezuela’s withdrawal (2013) from the Inter American Court of Human Rights following what Hugo Chavez viewed as biased due process rights rulings by that body against his country. A similar tenor underlies various African nations’ (e.g. Burundi and South Africa) criticism and threats of withdrawal from the International Criminal Court for alleged disproportional targeting of African leaders by that tribunal. In 2008, Zimbabwe withdrew from the Southern African Development Community (SADC) Tribunal following its ruling (based mainly on due process rights and on anti-discrimination grounds) against Zimbabwe’s policy of expropriating white farmers’ land—a challenge to that country’s sovereignty over its territory. In an attempt to pursue independent foreign policy, the Philippines’ President Rodrigo Duterte has declared on multiple occasions his disregard for international human rights norms, supposedly because of their irrelevance to the country’s situation. In 2018, Duterte went on to declare that the Philippines would withdraw from the International Criminal Court treaty (the withdrawal materialized in 2019), and called upon other countries to take similar action.

Even EU member state constitutional courts occasionally proclaim national constitutional sovereignty vis-à-vis the emerging pan-European constitutional order. In its 1993 *Maastricht* decision, the German Federal Constitutional Court held that “the Federal Constitutional Court will examine whether legal acts of the European institutions and organs are within or exceed the sovereign powers transferred to them.” In December 2016, to pick one recent example, the Supreme Court of Denmark decided in the *Ajos Case* that judge-made principles of EU law concerning non-discrimination on the grounds of age developed after the *Danish Accession Act* (2008) were not binding. The Court went on to decide that it would exceed its own mandate within the Danish constitutional framework if it gave priority to EU law over Danish law in such situations. A few months earlier, the Russian Constitutional Court reached a similar decision with respect to the ECtHR’s 2013 ruling on prisoners’ voting rights in *Anchugov and Gladkov v. Russia*: an ECtHR ruling may not be
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implemented in Russia if it contradicts the Russian Constitution.\textsuperscript{180} One of the crying rallies of the Brexiteers was the demand that Britain withdraw from the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) and the jurisdiction of the ECtHR, a demand that was flatly rejected by the European Union in the course of the Brexit negotiations. Nevertheless, the current version of the EU Withdrawal Bill removes the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights from UK law, creating, in the eyes of critics, “a human rights hole because the Charter provides some rights and judicial remedies that have no clear equivalents in UK law.”\textsuperscript{181}

To maintain their legitimacy amid such opting-out exercises and mounting political pressures, supranational tribunals have developed subsidiarity and “margin of appreciation” doctrines aimed at accommodating domestic traditions and policy preferences while maintaining a one-rule-fits-all jurisprudential umbrella. This stance is reflected in the jurisprudence of the ECtHR as it treads between fostering a robust pan-European human rights regime and averting backlashes against its rulings, which often stem from perceptions that such rulings encroach too heavily on established local traditions. For example, in leading rulings concerning freedom of and from religion, the ECtHR deferred to national preferences in allowing the crucifix in Italy’s classrooms (\textit{Lautsi v. Italy}) and in allowing the French ban on religious face covering (\textit{S.A.S. v. France}).\textsuperscript{182}

A key concept that guides such rulings is the “margin of appreciation.”\textsuperscript{183} The Council of Europe defines margin of appreciation as the space for maneuvering that the Strasbourg organs are willing to grant national authorities in fulfilling their obligations under the ECHR.\textsuperscript{184} From a jurisprudential standpoint, the margin of appreciation allows states to have a measure of diversity in their interpretation of human rights treaty obligations, based on local traditions, heritage, and context. Essentially a concept of qualified and reasoned deference, margin of appreciation is at the core of some of the most important rulings of the ECtHR, and has become increasingly central to the viability and future of the entire ECHR system. This trend was given the formal stamp of approval in 2013 when the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe adopted Protocol 15 to the ECHR, which seeks to encourage the incorporation of subsidiarity and margin of appreciation within the ECHR and ECtHR system; both principles share a closer-to-the-affected-community spatial orientation. It has been further strengthened by the intergovernmental 2015 Brussels
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Declaration, which "reiterates the subsidiary nature of the supervisory mechanism established by the Convention, and in particular the primary role played by national authorities, namely governments, courts, and parliaments, and their margin of appreciation in guaranteeing and protecting human rights at national level, while involving National Human Rights Institutions and civil society where appropriate."185 Whether the greater sensitivity to the local and the national will suffice to tame the current anti-EU backlash remains to be seen.

4. Conclusion

With the proliferating bundle of economic, cultural, and legal trends referred to as globalization, uncertainty emerged about the continued gravitas of the modern state’s spatial reach and capacity, leading to forecasts of “neutralizing the importance of place, indeed of rendering it irrelevant.”186 Latter, more balanced accounts have pointed to the emergence of “glocalization” as an amalgam of the universal and the particular, yielding hybrid legal constellations of national realities, traditions or practices, and international ideals, norms, and standards. According to any view, there is little doubt that in some key respects, national sovereignty is diminishing. However, as we hope to have shown, in a host of territory-related realms, state control may have transformed, but has definitely not disappeared. Facing existential threats to its historic dominance of the public law domain, statist law has ingeniously transformed and adapted itself in novel, interesting ways to a new and complex legal order.

Although finance may often be transnational, control over space and place remains central to the state’s classic activities: shaping borders, controlling cities, managing diversity, and extracting resources. In these and other policy arenas where spatial control is focal, public law has been selectively adjusted and drawn upon to maintain a statist grip over territory. In that respect, to paraphrase a Middle Eastern proverb, in each of these areas the global law dogs may bark, but the multifaceted statist legal caravan, transformed and reinvented as it may be, marches on.

This in turn suggests that there are pressing reasons to look more carefully at the ground on which public law stands, operates, and, in part, constitutes. Whereas the social sciences and humanities have witnessed the advent of a “spatial turn,” law has remained remarkably impervious to this trend.187 Public law scholars have long held the critical edge when it comes to developing sophisticated doctrinal and theoretical arguments. They engage in dialogue with judges and other policymakers; interrogate and evaluate the diffusion of core concepts in the field, such as proportionality or the margin of appreciation; and identify value clashes and analyze concomitant risks, especially in the context of competing protected interests. Public law
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185 See Besson, supra note 183, at 71. As of 2018, forty-three of forty-seven member countries in the Council of Europe have ratified the protocol, thereby strengthening principles of subsidiarity within the Council of Europe.


187 For important exceptions, see above-mentioned references, supra notes 7, 10, and 15.
scholarship has also taken heed to changing scales of authority and jurisdiction as well as problems of coordination. Recent years have also seen significant attention paid to questions of scale, sources of authority, hybridity, and institutional design. These are welcome developments that enrich the conversation and permit cross-fertilization with neighboring disciplines, including political science, international relations, public policy, geography, economics, and sociology—a trajectory that one of the authors of this Foreword has long advocated. Yet, with a few notable exceptions, public law remains surprisingly “spatially blind.” This is puzzling given that the modern Westphalian legal order has elevated territoriality into a core organizing principle of sovereignty, replacing and suppressing other possible sources of authority and jurisdiction—personal, sacred, feudal, and so on. Despite operating as a core building block of public law, it is odd that the spatial dimension of statism has been so swiftly dismissed as outmoded by students of contemporary public law. Its neglect, to quote John Ruggie, “is akin to never looking at the ground that one is walking.”

The examples explored in this Foreword have illustrated the tremendous versatility and creativity of states in deploying and stretching, through the classic tools of public law, their spatial and juridical tentacles in a new and complex global environment. We have seen the malleability of once-fixed territorial markers when it comes to shifting borders of migration control; the relentless grip of state-centered constitutional frameworks on increasingly powerful yet placed-locked cities and urban agglomerates; the prevalence of the doctrine of permanent sovereignty which, while initially designed to rectify past injustice, may in today’s globalizing world generate and accentuate new patterns of inequality; the fascinating yet underexplored legal spatiality of diversity which we touched upon in our exploration of holy sites and the regulation of religious attire in the public sphere; as well as our open invitation to scholars of comparative constitutionalism to take into account the spatial aspects of “us vs. them” constructions of national identity in the context of a now-thriving intellectual terrain of addressing the challenges to constitutional democracy raised by the recent populist backlash.
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189 See Lustig & Weiler, supra note 24.

190 We draw this term from Günter Frankenberg.


192 The list of recent titles on this topic is too long to cite. Illustrative examples include, among others, the following impressive collective endeavors: CONSTITUTIONAL DEMOCRACY, supra note 24; Ginsburg et al., supra note 161.
The empirical quest of our inquiry is complemented by a normative one. Elements of spatial statism, alongside the constitutional structures that we inherited from early modern processes of nation-building, are inhibiting our legal imagination when it comes to offering innovative solutions to changed realities on the ground. Many crucial challenges facing humanity in the twenty-first century are not merely transnational in nature, but require close international collaboration to effectively address and overcome, at times in contravention of spatial statism. By their nature, matters such as rising economic inequality among nations, access to and distribution of essential natural resources, large-scale migration and massive urbanization, global health pandemics, natural disasters, or critical environmental hazards (e.g. climate change and melting polar ice caps, rising sea levels and existential threat to lowland and island nations, vanishing forest ecosystems, and detrimental ocean pollution) know no borders and defy the spatial statist paradigm. What is more, capital and big business, often with the support, tacit or explicit, of national governments have been able to successfully hide behind established principles of legal territoriality and national spatial sovereignty to advance their various interests. These include threats of capital flight aimed at extracting favorable conditions; lowering production costs and circumventing labor and safety protections; multi-billion-dollar tax avoidance through offshore registration; or shielding multinationals from potentially costly recourse by victims of human rights violations.\footnote{See, e.g., Kiobel v. Royal Dutch Petroleum Co., 569 U.S. 108 (2013). Here, the US Supreme Court drew on a presumption against extraterritoriality to rule that the Alien Tort Claims Act does not apply extraterritorially, consequently allowing big business to hide behind traditional notions of statist spatial sovereignty to shield itself from potentially costly recourse by victims of human rights violations. The ruling was supported by other statist positions. In an amicus brief submitted to the Court, the government of Germany, for example, argued: “[A]n unreasonable extraterritorial application of the ATS could potentially interfere with The Federal Republic of Germany’s sovereignty, thus hugely affecting The Federal Republic of Germany’s governmental interests in a way that is unacceptable.” Supplemental Brief of the Federal Republic of Germany as Amicus Curiae in Support of Respondents (2012), at 10. For discussion of the ruling’s spatial elements, see, e.g., Philip Liste, Transnational Human Rights Litigation and Territorialised Knowledge: Kiobel and the “Politics of Space,” 5 Transnat’l Legal Theory 1 (2014); Philip Liste, Geographical Knowledge at Work: Human Rights Litigation and Transnational Territoriality, 22 Eur. J. Int’l Rel. 217 (2016).} These and related practices, perfectly legal yet morally debatable, draw strategically on spatial statism and the obstacles it poses for formulating effective universal solutions. Renewed scholarly attention to the ever-evolving constellations of spatial statism is therefore an essential intellectual mission not merely from an empirical standpoint, but from an ethical and normative one too.